Index of Paras (Audit Report on the accounts of Municipal Council, Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib, District
Fatehgarh Sahib for the Years 2012-2013 to 2016-2017)
Sr
No.

Para
No.

Particulars of Para

1

1.

Non-recovery of change of Land use and external development chargesRs.28.54 crore.

2

2.

Unauthorised construction of sports stadium, De-Addiction Centre and
Gaushala and non payment of CLU Charges and others levies - Rs.6.91
crore

3

3.

Non-recovery of change of land use charges and other levies- Rs.2.77
crore

4

4.

Execution of work against blank estimates- Rs. 62.81 lakh

5

5.

Fraudulent payment of claim of back wages of Sh. Shekhar-Rs.1.69
Lakh.

6

6 (a)

Wasteful expenditure on construction of Community Centre-Rs. 80.69
Lakh

7

6(a)
(ii)

Theft in community centre

8

6 (b)

Infructuous expenditure—Rs.6.78 lakh

9

6(c)

Wasteful expenditure of Rs. 1.38 lakh

10

7.

Irregular remission from payment of Labour Cess-Rs.1.47 crore

11

8(a)

Non-recovery of external development charges from Colonizer-Rs. 67.57
lakh

12

8(b)

Balance amount of Regularization charges not recovered- Rs.10.67 lakh

13

8(c)

Non- implementation of policy on unauthorised colonies

14

9(a)

Short realisation of Labour cess - Rs. 32.13 lakh.

15

9(b)

Non-recovery of Social Infrastructure fund-Rs.22.10 lakh

16

10(a)

Loss of revenue due to encroachment of Shamlat land - Rs. 3.31 crore

17

10(b)

Loss due to non-lease of Shamlat land-Rs.4.90 Lakh.

18

10(c)

Non Reserving land for S.C/B.C community

19

10(d)

Non-recovery of lease money-Rs 3.18 lakh.

20.

11.

Loss due to undue favour to "Hadda Rori" Contractors - Rs.10.94 lakh

21.

12.

Non-collection of Water supply and sewerage charges from the Plot

holders of up to 5 Marla- Rs.1.05 crore.
22.

13(a).

Short raising of demand of Water supply/ Sewerage connections against
rates revised by-the Govt.- Rs.47.71 lakh

23

13(b).

Non-installation of meters for water supply connections.

24.

14(a).

Wasteful expenditure on Property tax survey Rs.8.41 lakh

25.

14(b).

Shortfall in Property tax collection due to non-maintenance of proper data
of tax payers Rs.72.18 lakh

26.

15.

Acceptance of Single tenders -Rs. 5.28 crore.

27.

16.

Splitting up of estimates to avoid administrative approval and technical
sanction of the higher authority- Rs.92.45 lakh

28.

17.

Non-recovery of Cow Cess.

29.

18(a).

Excess payment to contractor Rs. 15.25 lakh

30.

18(b).

Shrinkage from Earthwork not deducted - Rs.516574/-

31

18(c).

Payment of items of work not provided in the estimate- Rs. 2.54 lakh

32

18(d).

Payment of items of work not provided in the estimate -Rs. 0.70 lakh

33

19(a).

Non deposit of Cancer Cess and Cultural Cess out of regularisation
charges of Plots/Buildings- Rs.8.84 lakh.

34

19(b)

Non deposit of Cancer and Drug Addiction Cess on Property Tax- Rs.
5.42 lakh.

35

20(a).

Short recovery of interest-Rs. 2.90 Lakh

36

20(b).

Blocked Revenue-Rs. 28 Lakh

37

21

Payment of E.P.F-Rs.44,02,710/-

38

22(a).

Non-maintenance of Power factor/ Non installation of Shunt Capacitors
Payment of Power factor Surcharge- Rs.2,27,075/-

39

22(b).

Excess payment of electricity bill-Rs.1,41,174 /-

40

22(c)

Payment of Electricity Bill of un-operational Tube well-Rs.0.86 Lakh

41

22(d).

Payment of sundry charges without verifying the bills- Rs. 96066/-

42

23.

Doubtful payment of labour charges- Rs. 17.44 lakh.

43

24.

Pending recovery of rent of municipal properties- Rs.2.16 lakh.

44

25.

Defective levy of License fee.

45

26.

Payment of contractor bills without submission by the Contractor-Rs.

20.80 lakh
46

27(a).

Unjustified payment of equipment charges-Rs. 0.96 Lac

47

27(b).

Payment of EPF and ESI without obtaining proof of payment-Rs. 5.84
lakh

48

28(a).

Loss due to abandonment of contract for bus stand- Rs.1.12 lakh.

49

28(b).

Non-levy of penalty-Rs. 0.64 lakh

50

29.

Unutilized 14th Finance Commission grant- Rs. 1.09 crore.

51

30.

Non-payment of interest on loan- Rs. 1.56 crore

52

31.

Non-Maintenance of record relating to realization of Mobile Tower
charges.

53

32.

Non- implementation of Street Vender Act.

54

33.

Unjustified Lease of Land to Anand Poultry farm.

55

34.

Doubtful repair of tube well electric motors and submersible pumpsRs.10.98 Lakh

56

35.

Doubtful repair of tube well electric motors and submersible pumpsRs.10.98 Lakh

57

36.

Installation of new hand pumps and repair of old hand pumps.

58

37.

Payment made without the pass order of competent authority- Rs.44.71
lakh

59

38.

Expenditure in excess of budget Provision- Rs. 34.31 lakh.

60

39.

Non-deduction of Sale Tax/Vat-- Rs.0.92 lakh

61

40.

Purchase of RCC benches at excessive rates—Rs. 2.44 lakh

62

41.

Unjustified payment of muster rolls-Rs. 0.30 lakh.

63

42.

Non-imposing of penalty clause for the delay in completion of workRs.4.55 lakh.

64

43.

Non-submission of completion certificate.

65

44.

Irregularities in the maintenance of cash book.

66

45.

Arrear of PF and ESI payments to the contractor without justificationRs.2.74 lakh

67

46.

Unjustified payment of arrear of ESI charges-Rs. 5.67 lakh

68

47.

Expenditure in advance of receipt of grant under MP LAD SchemeRs.1.00 lakh.

69

48.

Earnest money not credited in the Govt. Account-Rs. 15000/-

70

49.

Non-adjustment of temporary advances-Rs. 7.25 lakh

71

50.

Running of Fire Tender without registration

72

51.

Non-maintenance of Register of Immovable Property.

73

52.

Non-formation of the Area Sabha and ward Committees.

74

53.

Non-holding of monthly meetings

75

54.

Maintenance of implements and machinery of fire brigade

76

55.

Maintenance of Provident Fund Accounts and FDR's in Co-op Bank.

77

56.

Fresh Demand and Collection Register for each year not opened.

78

57.

Non-submission of monthly and annual accounts to the Council.

79

58

General Irregularities

Audit Report on the accounts of Municipal Council, Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib, District
Fatehgarh Sahib for the Years 2012-2013 to 2016-2017.
The audit of the Municipal Council, Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib (M.C), District Fatehgarh Sahib
for the period from 1st April, 2012 to 31st March, 2017 was conducted by an audit party comprising
of Sh. Ram Lubhaya, I.A. & A.S(Retd.) Senior Consultant and Sh. Ram Kumar Consultant of the
Institute of Public Auditors of India, Chandigarh from 9.07.2018 to 26 10.2018.
The following officers held the charge of the Executive Officer of the M.C during the period of
Audit:Sr. No. Name of Officer
1.
Sh.Bushan Singh Rana
2.
Sh. Ravneet Singh
3.
Sh.Bhushan Singh Rana
4.
Sh. Bhushan Aggarwal
5.
Sh.Sunil Kumar Gulati
6.
Sh. Bhushan Aggarwal
7.
Sh. Sunil Kumar Gulati
8.
Sh. Ashok Kumar(Addl. Charge) Gobindgarh
9.
Sh.Bhushan Singh Rana
10
Sh. Ashok Kumar(Addl. Charge) Gobindgarh
11
Sh. Bhushan Aggarwal
12
Sh. Depesh Kumar
A.
Budget Allotment & Expenditure :

Period of Charge
01/04/2012
22/11/2012
23/11/2012
07/12/2012
07/12/2012
12/08/2013
12/08/2013
08/01/2014
08/01/2014
10/07/2014
10/07/2014
10/08/2014
06/08/2014
31/03/2015
07/04/2015
20/04/2015
20/04/2015
30/04/2015
06/05/2015
03/07/2015
03/07/2015
19/01/2016
19/01/2016
31/03/2017

Budget Allotment & Expenditure there against for the period of Audit was as under:Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4
5
B.

Year

Budget Allotment (Rs. in Lac)

Establishment
2012-13
419.80
2013-14
551.90
2014-15
455.60
2015-16
593.50
2016-17
694.00
Budget provision & Actual Income:

Works
513.57
607.10
847.00
982.50
1323.33

Expenditure (Rs. in Lac)
Establishment
419.80
551.90
455.60
593.50
694.00

Works
513.57
607.10
847.00
982.50
1323.33

Budget provision & Actual Income there against for the period of Audit was as under:Sr. No.

Year

Budget provision & Actual Income (Rs. in
Lac)
Budget Provision
Actual Income
1.
2012-13
933.37
976.10
2.
2013-14
1159.00
1317.26
3.
2014-15
1302.60
907.99
4
2015-16
1576.00
1179.90
5
2016-17
2017.33
1725.13
There is shortage of 14.48 % to 30.29 % in achievement of income during the years 2014-15 to
2016-17. No reasons what so ever for this shortage were intimated.

The results of audit are embodied in the succeeding paragraphs.
Para-1 Non-recovery of change of Land use and external development charges-Rs.28.54 crore.
Rule 26(D) of the Punjab Scheduled Roads and Controlled Areas Restriction of Regulated
Development Rules-1965 provides that every person intending to change the existing use of the land
in controlled area for the purpose of developing the said land into buildings for residential,
commercial or other purposes shall undertake to pay proportionate development changes as and when
required and as determined by the Director (Town and Country Planning) in respect of external works
which may be carried out in the area for the benefit of the said land. External development works
include works like roads, water supply and sewerage, solid waste management and disposal and or any
other work which the Director may specify to be executed in the periphery of or outside colony/ area
for its benefit.
Sri Guru Granth Sahib World University Fatehgarh Sahib was established vide Punjab Govt.
Gazette notification dated 15.5.2008. The land for establishment of the university was provided by the
Gurdwara Fatehgarh Sahib on lease bases for 99 years @ nominal rate of Rs. 11000 per year. The
Gurdwara had total 136.75 Acres of land. 80 Acres of land was given to the university in the year
2005 for which the university had obtained exemption for payment of CLU Charges and other Charges
and levies in the year of 2010. After lease of 80 Acres of land in 2005 the balance land of 56.75 acres
of land was also leased out to the university by the Sharomani Gurudwara Parbandhak Committee vide
its resolution no. 243 dated 19.6.2013 for expansion of the university @ Rs.5,00,000 per year for 99
years.
It was, however, noticed that though this land was also given to the university in addition to the
already provided 80 acres of land, CLU and external development charges as applicable in this case
which amounted to Rs. 285447960/- as detailed below were not recovered from the university. This
resulted into loss of Rs.285447960/- to the Govt. Immediate action may be taken to recover these
charges from the university.
1.

C.L.U. charges for 56.75 acres @ Rs.4725000 per Acre = Rs. 268143750

2.

Development charges for 2472030 SQF @Rs.7/- Per SQF = Rs. 17304210

These charges do not include charges on construction of boundary wall and any playground
and parapets constructed on this portion of 56.75 Acres of lands.
Para:-2 Unauthorised construction of sports stadium, De-Addiction Centre and Gaushala and
non payment of CLU Charges and others levies - Rs.6.91 crore
(A)
In order to encourage the sports in Sirhind City the Punjab Govt.had drawn up a proposal to
construct a stadium in Sirhind City. For this purpose the Sports Department of Punjab demanded 10
Acres of land from the M.C. Keeping in view the public interest the M.C. approved proposal to give
10 acres of land for the construction of Stadium vide Resolution No.202 dated:20.10.2009
unanimously. However, the Deputy Director Local Bodies Ludhiana while ratifying resolution passed
by the M.C. stayed the proposal vide its letter no. DDSSS3/9827 Dated 25.11.2009 and enquired about
as to whether this land will be given free of cost or at market rate.
In view of this, Municipal Council Administrator as MC re-considered the proposal as already
passed by the committee on 20.10.2009 vide Resolution no. 23 dated: 10.10.2013 and it was resolved
to give this 10 Acres of land on yearly lease of Rs.20000/- for 25 years subject to approval by the
Govt. The M.C. submitted case for change of Land use on 25.4.2016 to the District Urban Planner,

Fatehgarh Sahib. The ex-facto sanction for which was accorded by the President of the Council on
26.4.2016 subject to approval by the house in the next meeting i.e. after about three years from the
date of approval of the resolution of the lease .
While checking case file of the proposal of the transfer of land to the sports department it was
noticed that neither the proposal to transfer the said land to the sports department had been approved
by the Govt. nor the CLU has been approved/recovered so far. The land had also not been transferred
to the sports department and construction plan had also not been approved by the committee whereas
construction of the stadium had since been completed.
The loss on account of CLU charges and other levies as suffered by the M.C was
Rs.68449688/- as detailed below:Sr. Item
Amount Rs.
No.
1.
CLU Charges for 10.30 Acres @ Rs. 4725000/- per acre
48667500
2.
Development charges for 448668 sq feet @ Rs.7/-per sq feet
3140676
3.
Construction fee for 424433 sq feet @RS. 5/-per sq feet
2122165
4.
Boundary Wall 2831rft @ Rs.5/-per rft.
14155
5.
Labour Cess @ 1% of Cost of Construction fees calculated @ Rs. 900 3819897
per sq feet of construction area
6.
Malba fees
106082
7.
Fire Cess
500
8.
Compounding fees @ Rs.25/-per sq feet of constructed area of 424033 11216700
sft.
Total Rs.
69087675
In this connection following observations are made:1.
When no proposal to transfer the land to the sports department had been approved by the Govt.
as yet, how, the Punjab Mandi Board were allowed to start the construction of stadium.
2.
No land had been handed over to the sports department, no CLU had been approved, no
construction plan approved by the M.C. whereas no action was taken to stop the construction work.
The GAMDA Mohali wrote to the Executive Engineer (C), Mandi Board and Sports Council, Punjab
Chandigarh, the copy of which was sent to the M.C. Sirhind by the Punjab Mandi Board that the
construction of the stadium for sports council done by violating the provisions of Punjab Regional
and Town Planning and Development Act, 1995 clause 79 was liable to be dismantled under clause 87
of the above act. Therefore, the entire construction must be stopped forthwith. Even then the M.C did
not wake up and took no action to stop the construction work.
3.
As the construction of the stadium had already been completed without handing over the land
without executing lease deed, without approval of CLU, without passing construction plan on which
the MC had lost revenue of about Rs. 6.91 crore, the necessary action may be taken against the sports
department and Mandi Board after taking legal advice.
The matter is brought to the notice of Secretary, Urban Local Body, Govt. of Punjab for
information and necessary action.
4.
The lease money of Rs. 20000/-per year for whole of the land as fixed by the M.C. is too
meagre as compared to the lease money of shamlat land of village Brahman Majra which is about Rs.
20000/- per acre per year. In this way the M.C was also losing revenue of about Rs.200000/- per year.
5.
As per letter No. DLG-LO(D)/2015 Dated:29.01.2015 to all the Deputy Directors and
Executive Officers of the M.C's from the Director Local Govt. Chandigarh, the Administrator is not
competent to do any agreement to transfer or give on lease any property of the M.C as he is not a

member of the Municipal Council. Therefore, the proposal as approved by the Administrator as stated
above was not in order.
(B) As per resolution No.22 dated 10.10.2013 on the basis of written request of President of Radha
Krishna Gaushala it was resolved to give 2 Acre of land for Gaushala in which the stray cows etc.
could be kept, on lease for 25 years at the rate of Rs.10000/- per year. The lease was approved by the
Administrator of the Council where as he has no such powers to transfer land in any way not being the
member of M.C. This was subject to approval by the Govt., It was, however, noticed that neither this
proposal had been approved by the Govt. nor land had been handed over to the management to the
Gaushala whereas the management of the Gaushala had constructed the Gaushala on this land unauthorisedly. In this connection following observations are made:1.
When no approval to give land to the Gaushala had been approved by the Govt. and land has
also not been transferred to the management of the Gaushala, how the management had been able to
construct and run Gaushala.
2.
When it came to notice of the MC why no any action was taken to stop the construction and its
un-authorized encroachment.
3.
The land was to be given on lease at the rate of Rs.10000/- per year in the absence of any
action by the MC the council is losing lease money of Rs. 10000/- per annum which was not being
paid by the management of the Gaushala.
4.
As the Gaushala had been constructed without getting the construction plan approved from the
MC and CLU from the competent authority, The M.C has sustained loss of Rs. 1.05 crore on account
of Naksha fees and other levies and CLU charges as detailed below :Sr.
No.
1.
2.
3.

Item

Amount Rs.
9450000
435600
54450

4.

CLU Charges for 2 Acres @ Rs. 4725000/- per acre
Development charges for 87120 sq feet @ Rs.5/-per sq feet
Construction fee for 21780 sq feet @RS. 2.50/-per sq feet
Calculated on 50% of the one acre
Boundary Wall @ Rs.2.50/-per rft.

not included may be
included after seeking
information from
Gaushala
Labour Cess @ 1% of Cost of Construction fees calculated @ 196020
Rs. 900 per sq feet of construction area
Malba fees
98010
Fire Cess
500
Compounding fees @ Rs.12.50/-per sq feet of constructed 272250
area
Total
10506830

5.
6.
7.
8.

(C)
Similarly, 2 Acres of land had also been given to the Health Department to construct Deaddiction Centre vide order No.110 of 27.06.2014 subject to approval by the Govt. In this case also
land has neither been handed over to the health department nor the proposal to give this land had been
approved by the Govt. so far and the De-addition Centre had since been constructed and was working.
This may also be reviewed in view of the observations made in Para (A) above. The loss sustained by
the committee on this account works out to be Rs. 1.16 crore as detailed below:-

Sr.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Item

Charges
Amount Rs.
CLU Charges for 2 Acres @4725000/-per acre
9450000.00
Dev. Charges for 87120 sft. @ Rs.5/-per sq ft.
435600.00
Construction fee for 60984 sq.ft. @ 2.5 per sq. ft. ( i.e. 70% of total 152460.00
area)
Boundary Wall 1757 rft @ 2.5 per rft.
4393.00
Labour Cess Calculated @ 900/-per sft of constructed area
548856.00
Malba fees
267428.00
Fire Cess
500.00
Compounding fees @ 12.50 sft
762300.00
11621537.00

Para:-3 Non-recovery of change of land use charges and other levies- Rs.2.77 crore
Sri Guru Granth Sahib World University Fatehgarh Sahib was established in May,
2008. The land measuring 80 acres was provided by the Gurdwara Fatehgarh Sahib on lease for 99
years. The university submitted construction plan of Academic Block, Girls hostel and Boys hostel
vide its letter No. SGGSWU/REG/2801 dated 19.5.16 which could not be passed for want of requisite
fee and charges required to be paid for passing the construction plan.
The university intimated vide its letter No.575/EB/MC/2016 dt. 10.3.2017 that the university
was constructing the above said building without approval of the construction plan by the M.C. The
M.C Sirhind granted permission vide letter No.7768 dt. 1.7.16 with the condition that the notification
No. 9/41/12/5/MST/768 dt. 26.4.12 as passed by the Local Govt. Punjab vide which schools, colleges
and hospitals run by the SGPC, were exempted for payment of building fees, was not applicable in the
case of university, may be got amended within month and will be submitted before the M.C. Sirhind
Fatehgarh Sahib failing which they will pay all the charges as payable for passing the construction
plan. The Registrar SGGSWU also submitted affidavit in this regard.
The university failed to get the said sanction revised from the Govt. within given period of
one month and also not deposited the necessary Naksha Fee and other charges as per affidavit
submitted by it to the M.C. Upon this the M.C. filed a suit after giving notice under section 195/195A
of the Punjab Municipal Act, 1911 for deposit of necessary fees and charges in the court of SubJudicial Magistrate , Fatehgarh Sahib for the recovery of Rs.27663418/- (This excluded boundary wall
and para pits). The case was still pending and the outcome of the case will be awaited.
In this regard it is added that the amounts did not include the cost of construction of play
grounds, stadium and any other structure erected in the complex of the university. The cost of these
items of construction may be ascertained and necessary charges such as labour cess and malba fee also
worked out on the cost of construction of these items and recovered in addition to the amount of
recovery for which case has been filed in the court of la
Para:-4 Execution of work without/ blank estimates- Suspected embezzlement of Rs. 62.81 lakh
The estimate brings out the background/necessity of the proposed work/project and purport to
tell in advance the expenditure likely to be incurred on the construction of the work in question. This
information is essential to enable the client/owner to take a decision regarding acceptance and funding.
It also helps the executing authority to control expenditure, evaluate the bids regarding their
reasonableness, plan materials and to watch the progress.
The estimate for a work consists of a report, a specification and a detailed statement of
measurements, quantities and rates, with an abstract showing the total estimated cost of each items.
During the checking of accounts record of the MC Sirhind it was noticed that works
costing Rs.6280654/- were got executed by the MC from various contractors as detailed below. The

estimates of these work on the basis of which these works had been got done were totally blank and
there was nothing in the estimate such as description and quantity of various items of works
undertaken, rate and total value of these works and time required for construction of these works. It
was surprising to note that though these estimates were blank these had been approved by the sectional
officer, Municipal Engineer, Executive Engineer and President of the MC. Work orders for the works
were issued and agreement were also executed.
(Rs.)
Sr.no Name of work
Estimate Name
of Amount Remarks
.
d cost
Contractor
paid
1
supply of labour for 0.10
Ramesh Kumar
10000
signed by SO,ME
patch work
and EO
2
P&F I/tiles in street 4.97
Aushutosh
488309
SO and EO
Dharmshala to Narinder
Batish
singh and adjoining
streets w-8
3
P/F I tiles and road gallis 4.98
-do462239 SO,
EO
and
from Munimi School to
President
Amro Devi and Adjoing
street W-8
4
P/F I tiles in street 4.96
-do499277 SO and President
Tarsem Lal to Rakesh
Sharma and adjoining
street W-2
5
I tiles from h/o Shankar 5.00
Tarsem Lal
473352
SO and EO
and others street near
peepat w-12
6
I tiles and road gallies 5.00
Ramesh Kumar
379915
SO,
EO
and
Karam
Singh
to
President
Bhagwan Dass W-11
7
I tiles in w-9 different 9.85
Mahavir
985000
SO, ME and
streets ( Shiv Mandir)
Builders
EO
8
Drain and Earth filling in 5.00
Nitin Sharma
488239
SO,
EO
and
different area
President
9
Development
of 9.95
599671
SO and President
pavement in shopping
complex
(IDSMT
Scheme)
10
Development of street 4.98
Hardeep Singh
498000
SO, ME,EO and
(IDSMT Scheme) W-13
President
11
Sewerline from Tiwana 4.97
Nitin Sharma
278956
SO,EO
and
Finance company
President
12
Repair of Engine 55KVA 1.00
Arora and Co.
92300
SO and President
Genset Kirlosker make
13
Rewinding and Repair of 0.35
Karam Jit Singh 35000
SO and President
Submercible Motor 40
HP
14
Repair of submercible 0.30
-do30000
SO and President
motor Tube well no. 2

15

Laying BM&PC on Road 10.00
in Dashmesh colony w15

York Builders

960396

Total Rs.

6280654

SO,ME
President

and

In this connection following observations are made:(i) The basis on which the tenders for these works were floated and work orders were issued when
the estimate of these works were totally blank may be explained.
(ii) The estimates had been signed by all the concerned officers of the MC and none of these
Officers tried to see what they were signing and they all failed in performance of their duty
which clearly showed that how much these officers were sincere to their duties.
(iii)When the estimates were blank the basis of the items of work mentioned in the work order may
be explained.
(iv) While making the payments of these works, the measurements were dully checked and
payment checked by the accountant and ordered b y the Executive Officer of the council. In
the absence of the details of items of work to be done with which and how these items of
work and rates were checked before making payments may be explained.
Keeping in view the above omissions/irregularities it appears that none of these works were
actually executed and only the papers were prepared to cover up the bogus work and in this way an
amount of Rs. 62.81 lakh had been embezzled. Therefore, the matter may be investigated
thoroughly and appropriate action taken and loss made good.
The matter is specifically brought to the notice of Commissioner of Urban Local bodies Punjab
for his comments and taking necessary action.
Para:-5 Fraudulent payment of claim of back wages of Sh. Shekhar-Rs.1.69 Lakh.
The services of Sh. Shekhar sweeper who was working on contract basis were
terminated by the Municipal Committee on 7.9.1987. He filed a case against his termination in the
Labour Court Patiala. The Labour Court decided the case on 20.1.1993 in favour of Sh. Shekhar exparty. He was also awarded the payment of back wages for the period from 21.11.1988 till his reinstatement. He was also directed to report for duty within 30 days of the publication of the award.
However, as stated by the Executive Officer to the Director, Local Govt. Punjab, Chandigarh the
workman did not report for duty where as Sh. Shekhar has stated in his letter dated 26.9.2012 that he
reported for duty on 21.8.1993 but he was not allowed to join and he again submitted his joining
report on 26.9.2012 and asked to allow him to join the duty.
Sh. Shekhar again went to Labour Court in 2009 to get the decision of the Labour Court
implemented vide his application No.826 dated 20.8.2009. He also conceded during his attendance in
the labour court on 16.4.2013 that in case he is allowed to join by the Municipality on contract basis at
D.C. rates, he will not claim the back wages. The Municipality also passed vide Resolution No.643 in
the meeting held on 25.4.2013 i.e. after more than 20 years from the date of decision of the labour
court that in order to avoid legal complications he may be kept on contract basis at D.C. rates.
The Legal Adviser of the Municipal Council also advised on 18.9.2013 to allow him to join
duty after approval from the Director, Local Bodies, Punjab Chandigarh.
Sh. Shekhar submitted his claim for payment of arrears for the period from 21.8.1993 to
31.12.1993 i.e. Rs. 96076 plus 18% P.A. interest to the Labour Court vide his application No.826
dated 20.8.2009 through Labour Union Mandi Gobindgarh District Fatehgarh Sahib.

Against this claim of Sh. Shekhar the labour officer-Cum-Conciliation officer Mandi
Gobindgarh vide his letter dated 30.11.2017 to the Executive Officer of the Municipality intimated
that he has received draft no. 389598 dated 28.11.2017 for Rs.1,69,007/- for payment to Sh. Shekhar
and asked the Municipality to produce the stay orders, if any, up to 8.12.2017 in person failing which
the payment will be made to him. The M.C. did not take any action to stop this payment and the
payment was made to Sh. Shekhar.
It was, further noticed that Sh. Shekhar filed another reference in the court of Presiding
Officer, Patiala vide Ref.No.83/95 Dated 14.2.1995 which was decided on 15.07.1997 in favour of the
Municipal Council. As per Decision of the labour Court the workman was not entitled to any back
wages and any other relief whatsoever.
However, it may be added that the above application No.826 dated 20.8.2009 was dismissed as
withdrawn by the Presiding officer Industrial Tribunal Patiala on 22.07.2013.
It was further noticed that as per letter no.1555/S/I/2018 dated 23.4.2018 the matter regarding
implementation of the decision of the labour Court dated 20.8.1993 was to be put up in the council for
consideration. The meeting of the council has not taken place since October, 2017 and the matter will
be put before the council in the next meeting.
In this connection following observation are made:1.

The Labour Court before deciding this case might have served the summons to the
Municipality whereas none of such documents were available in the case file. The case had
been decided ex-party. It appears that the summons as issued by the Labour Court had
knowingly not been filed in the case file or removed from the file. Nobody attended the
Labour Court and the case was decided ex-party. The matter may be investigated thoroughly
and responsibility for this negligence fixed and action taken as per rules.

2.

Labour officer-cum-Conciliation Officer Mandi Gobindgarh gave the opportunity to the
Municipal Council to produce any stay order against this order of the labour Court or claim
by 8.12.2017 even then the Municipal Council did not move against this decision/claim. The
application no.826 dated: 20.8.2009 vide which he lodged above claim was withdrawn by
him on 22.7.2013 and claim was attached by the Labour-cum-Conciliation Officer in
November-2017 i.e. after withdrawal of the application dated: 20.08.2009 by Shri Shekhar.
Therefore, he had done a fraud with the Municipal Council as well as with the Labour Court
by filing false claim/case in view of the decision of the Presiding Officer, Labour Court
Patiala dated 15.07.1997 which is a criminal offence.

3.

As stated by Sh. Shekhar in his application dated 26.09.2012 he filed a case with the Labour
Inspector Grade-II Sirhind and his date of hearing was 9.10.2012 and he submitted his joining
report 26.09.2012. Filing of case for joining his duty and submission of Joining report was
fraud in view of the decision of the Labour Court Patiala dated 15.07.1997 which happened
due to non availability of the above decision in the relevant case file. From which it could
easily be concluded that someone in M.C. Office was in hand and glove with Sh. Shekhar as a
result of which some important papers and decision of the Labour Court Patiala dated
15.07.1997 was either not filed in the relevant case file or were knowingly removed from the
file as a result of which Sh. Shekhar had been successful in deceiving the court and to the
M.C. in taking claim of Rs.1.69 Lakh even though he had lost the case in the labour court of
Patiala. Therefore, action may be taken to recover the amount of Rs.169009 along with
interest @18% per annum paid to him by the Labour-cum-Conciliation Officer Mandi

Gobindgarh on the basis of fraudulent claim by attaching the bank account of the M.C and
file a criminal case against this fraud committed by him in connivance with the Labour-cumconciliation officer, Mandi Gobindgarh with the appropriate investigating authority. Suitable
action may also be taken against the person(s) who removed or did not file the relevant papers
relating to this case in the case file.
4.

As is evident from the letter dated 23.4.18 as stated above the office is still
misguiding/misleading the council as well as to the Deputy Director, Local Govt. Ludhiana,
by reporting that the case will be placed before the Municipal Council in its next meeting
whereas the M.C had already resolved vide resolution No.643 dated 25.4.2013 to take back
Shri Shekhar which was also wrong as he had already lost the case in the Labour court of
Patiala on 15.7.1997. This also needs to be investigated as to how the Municipal Council, as
well as Deputy Director was mislead by reporting wrong facts of the case.

Para:-6 (a) Wasteful expenditure on construction of Community Centre-Rs. 80.69 Lakh
(i)
The construction of Community Centre in Sirhind City was first mooted out in the year 2001
with a cost of Rs.21.00 lakh on the basis of tenders. However, the work on the basis of these tenders
could not be started as the Municipality did not issue any notice to the Contractor to start the work.
The contractor also could not start the construction due to non-availability of Architectural design of
community centre.
The proposal to construct the community centre was again passed in the meeting of the council
held on 29.01.2004 vide resolution No.176 with a cost of Rs.42.75 lakh. Against this proposal estimate
of Rs.44.07 Lakh was framed, the administrative approval for which was given by the Deputy
Director, Local Govt. Ludhiana vide letter no.1 DDSS-04/19230 Dated 30.12.2004. The technical
sanction of this estimate was not available in the case file which shows that no technical approval of
the competent authority was taken.
To meet with the cost of construction of community centre Rs. 34 lakh were provided by the
State Urban Development Authority (SUDA) and the balance expenditure of Rs. 8.75 lakh was met by
the municipal council from its own sources.
It may also be added that the Govt. of India also provided Rs. 13 Lakh vide its sanction
no.K.14011/3/97-98/UD.I (Vol-III) dated 26.3.1998 under the scheme Integrated Development of
Small and Medium Towns in Punjab.
In addition to estimate of Rs. 44.07 lakh 5 more estimates involving expenditure of Rs.32 lakh
relating to the construction of community centre were also prepared and approved by the competent
authority. The detail of these estimates is as under:1.
Providing and fixing grills in community centre Sirhind City- Rs. 5 lakh.
2.
Development of Park in community Centre -Rs. 5 lakh.
3.
Development of pavement of park and community centre - Rs. 5 lakh.
4.
Construction of boundary wall and grill of community Centre-Rs.5 lakh.
5.
Balance works of community centre-Rs.12 lakh.
Total expenditure of Rs.8069439 lakh was incurred on the construction of this community
centre.
In order to augment the income of the Municipality the community centre was given on
contract on 31.10.2017 at the annual contract amount of Rs. 1,15,000 for two years i.e. 1.11.2007 to
31.10.2009. However, the contractor abandoned the contract at the very start of the contract as it has
no water and electricity connection. These facts had been stated in the noting of the dealing assistant
and no any other intimation to this effect was available in the case file. Later on the contractor did not
even deposit 10% of the auction price within prescribed period and his contract was cancelled on June
3, 2008 and since then the community centre had been locked un-guarded.

As per letter no 1090/fJzLPk$BLe"$2010dated 11.5.2010 from the Executive Officer of the council
to Shri Bhushan Thukral Contractor there had been cracks in the building which might be set right by
the contractor. It may also be added that the Vigilance Department of Punjab had also investigated the
entire records relating to the construction of the community centre.
In this connection the following observation are made:1.
As per original estimate drawn up during the year 2001 the cost of construction of community
centre was estimated as Rs. 21 lakh which had gone up to Rs. 44.07 lakh in 2009 due to non
start of the work in 2001 which further increased to Rs. 8069439/- up to completion of the
work. No reasons whatsoever were given for not starting the work in 2001 and escalation of
Rs.36.62 lakh in completion of the community centre were available in the case file. The
detailed reasons for not starting the work may please be explained and responsibility for the
same may be fixed at the officer/ official at fault as a result of which the council had to incur
extra expenditure Rs. 36.62 lakh and action taken as per rules.
2.
The construction of Community Centre was estimated as Rs. 44.07 which was increased to Rs.
8069439 by preparing 5 more estimates for Rs. 32 lakh as detailed above. The estimates were
split up to avoid the revised administrative as well as technical sanction for the total cost of
construction. This may be justified. No technical sanction for Rs. 44.07 was available in the
case file. It appear that the construction work had been done without obtaining technical
sanction..
3.
As per resolution no.850 dated 6.6.2007 the community centre was inspected by the Executive
Officer of the Municipality but no any inspection report was available. The same may be
produced.
4
As per letter dated 11.5.2010 some of the parts of the building towards kitchen had developed
cracks and asked the contractor to rectify the same. Whether these were rectified or not and
nothing were available in any of the case files.
5.
Developing of cracks in the building indicate that the construction work was not done as per
PWD specifications and lack of technical supervision by the concerned technical staff/ officer.
This may be investigated and responsibility fixed.
6.
The Vigilance Department of the Punjab Govt. had also investigated the construction of the
community centre but no reports of the vigilance department and any action taken in this
regard was available in any of the file of community centre. The same may be intimated.
7.
The community centre was given on contract to Sh. Harvinder Singh contractor on 31.10.2007
for Rs. 1, 15,000/- for the period from 1.11.2007 to 31.10.2009. The contractor abandoned the
contract in the very beginning as there was no arrangement of water and electricity in the
community centre and his contract was cancelled on 3.6.2008 and the community centre was
lying locked since then. When the contractor reported to the Municipality about the nonavailability of water and electricity there, the M.C should have conducted the detailed
investigation of the case as without the availability of water and electricity the construction of
community centre was not complete. No completion report or the date on which the
community centre was handed over to the M.C was available.
Keeping in view the above facts the entire expenditure of Rs. 80.69 lakh incurred on
the construction of community centre had gone waste and its intended benefits to be derived by
the society, could not be availed. A detailed investigation in to the whole affairs of the
community centre may be got done and appropriate action taken.

Para: 6(a) (ii) Theft in community centre
As reported vide resolution no.428 dated 13.05.2011 there had been a theft of sanitary fittings,
aluminium doors, glasses and electrical fitting etc. due to non-deployment of watch and ward staff in
the community centre. As approved by the council necessary FIR was to be lodged. In this connection
the following observation are made:1.
No details of the articles/fittings removed by the thieves were prepared to know the actual loss
sustained by the MC.
2.

No FIR had been lodged with the appropriate authority.

The responsibility for this negligency may be fixed and actual loss sustained by the MC worked out
and necessary FIR lodged with the police authority now.
Para 6(b) Infructuous expenditure—Rs.6.78 lakh
MC Sirhind passed a proposal to give 10 acres of land to the Sports department of Punjab for
construction of sports stadium vide its resolution No. 202 dated 20.10.2009 on yearly lease of
Rs.20000/- for 25 years. The stadium was to be constructed by the Punjab Mandi Board. While
checking accounts record of the MC it was noticed that following expenditure of Rs.677678/- was
incurred by the MC after passing the above Resolution on the development of sports stadium, shifting
of line for connection of stadium and stadium connection fee:Name of work

Amount
Rs.

Remarks

1

Development of sports stadium

9.90 lakh

First running bill MB
No.195/44=Rs.81533/-

2

Payment to PSPCL for shifting of line 111780/for connection of the stadium

Vr.No.28 of 6/12

3

Payment to PSPCL stadium connection 56498/fee

Vr. No.29 of 6/12

Sr.No.

Total

677678/-

In this connection following observations are made:(1)

When it was very much in the knowledge of the MC and it was resolved to give this 10 acres
of land for construction of stadium to the sports department, then why this expenditure of Rs.677678/was incurred after passing of resolution on 20.10.2009 by the MC which was the liability of the sports
department. Therefore, the expenditure of Rs.677678/- was infructuous.

(2)

A perusal of estimate for the development of the sports stadium as framed by the MC it was
noticed that no details of work was mentioned in the estimate only name of work was mentioned as
earth filling i.e. how much quantity of earth was required, what type of earth was required and rate
payable for such work, was mentioned therein from which it could be known as what was to be done.

(3)
(4)

Weightage for earth filling as admissible (10%) under rules was also not provided.
As per work order the work was to be completed within 3 months for the issue of work order
whereas the agreement for this work was executed by the contractor after 6 months of the issue of
work order which clearly showed that the contractor did not execute the work within given period of 3

months for which he was liable to pay penalty @1% of the cost of work. This may be calculated and
recovered from him.
(5)

Any other payment made against this estimate may also be intimated.
Keeping in view the above observations it clearly indicated that the concerned staff had worked very
negligently for which responsibility may be fixed and action taken under rules. The expenditure so
incurred may also be got regularised with the sanction of competent authority.
Para:- 6(c) Wasteful expenditure of Rs. 1.38 lakh.
Resolution No.526(72) dated:28.3.12 was approved for the construction of 14 SCO's with
estimated cost of Rs.77.28 lakh under the IDSMT scheme, Structure design of 14 SCO's at Bara
Sirhind was prepared by M/s Nagi and Associate SAS Nagar Mohali for which consultancy charges of
Rs.115920/- were paid. A test report for Geotechnical investigation for assessment of net safe bearing
capacity of the construction site was got from M/s Mananda Test house Derabassi, Punjab and
Rs.22472/- (vide bill No.5116 dated 19.7.14) were paid to the testing firm.
During the scrutiny of records of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that the tenders were floated during February, 2013 and January, 2014 for the above said construction
work and finalized on 8.1.2014. On the finalization of tenders the work was allotted to Sh. Chahat
Kaushal Contractor to be executed as per conditions of work order No.984 dated 9.12.2014 at the rates
12.71% below the schedule rates. Agreement with the contractor was signed on 12.12.2014, but the
work could not be taken up and stand cancelled. The expenditure of Rs. 1.38 lakh on the testing of soil
and consultancy charges and press charges on floating of tender had gone waste. There was abnormal
delay of 11 months in the allotment of work by the M.C.
Reasons as to why the construction work could not take place may be intimated and
expenditure of Rs. 1.38 lakh justified.
Para:-7 Irregular remission from payment of Labour Cess-Rs.1.47 crore.
In order to provide and monitor the social security schemes and welfare measures for the
benefit of building and other construction workers, the Punjab Govt. has constituted the Punjab
Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare Board and to augment the resources of the above
said Welfare Board constituted by the state, the Govt. of India had enacted another legislation known
as the Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare cess Act, 1996 (hereinafter referred to as the
Cess Act.). To carry out the provisions of the Cess Act, the Union Govt. framed the Building and other
Construction workers welfare Cess Rules, 1998 (hereinafter to as the cess Rules).
It shall be ensured that hence forth, no building plan is approved by such local authorities
without collecting 1% cess on the cost of construction. However, in case the building plans are
submitted by an individual in relation to his own residence the 1% cess shall only be collected if the
estimated cost of construction is 10 Lakh or more.
It was noticed that Sri Guru Garanth Sahib World University Fatehgarh Sahib had constructed
the following buildings to carry out the activities of the university. The labour cess on the cost of
construction of these buildings works out to Rs. 1,46,75,796 as detailed below :-

Sr.
No.

Name of Building

Constructed
area

Cost
of Labour Cess @
Construction
1%
of
calculated
@ Construction cost
Rs.900/- per SF
1.
Emerging Technology
313783 Sq feet 282404700
2824047
2.
Academic Block, Girls 1316861
Sq 1185174900
11851749
Hostel and Boys Hostel
feet
Total
14675796
This does not include area of Boundary wall, stadiums and parapets, the cost of construction of
which may also be worked out and labour cess thereon calculated and recovered in addition to the
above.
The Punjab Govt. Department of Local Govt. (Chief Town Planner), however, vide its memo
no. CTP (LG)-2011/604 dated: 12.5.2011 exempted the university from the payment of the requisite
fee depositable with the M.C. for approval of building plan.
The fees payable for passing the building plan include labour cess @ 1% of the cost of
construction of the Building which is levied by the Labour Department of the Punjab Govt. As such,
the sanction issued by the chief Town Planner was not in order and could not be admitted as
Department of Local Govt. (CTP) was not competent to exempt the payment of labour cess. The
Labour Department in this case is the competent authority to waive off the payment of labour cess.
Therefore, the sanction of the Labour Department to exempt the university from payment of Labour
cess could not be admitted. As such, recovery of labour cess of Rs. 1,46,75,796/- may be made from
Sri Guru Garanth Sahib World University Fatehgarh Sahib.
Para:- 8 (a) Non-recovery of external development charges from Colonizer-Rs. 67.57 lakh
Rule 26(D) of the Punjab Scheduled Roads and Controlled Areas Restriction of
reregulated Development Rules-1965 provides that every person intending to charge the existing use
of the land in controlled area for the purpose of developing the said land into buildings for residential,
commercial or other purposes shall undertake to pay proportionate development changes as and when
required and as determined by the Director (Town and Country Planning) in respect of external works
which may be carried out in the area for the benefit of the said land. External development works
include works like roads, water supply and sewerage, solid waste management and disposal and or any
other work which the Director may specify to be executed in the periphery of or outside colony/ area
for its benefit. The rates of EDC charges were Rs. 5 lakh per Acre which were revised to Rs. 7 lakh
per acre vide Memo No. DTP/LG/2014-1552 dated 26.08.2014. CLU charges shall be at the rate as on
the date of grant of permission for CLU and the same shall be payable up front. The EDC shall be at
the rate as on the date of grant of permission/sanction and shall be payable for residential plotted,
Group Housing, Commercial and Multiplex on a plot of 1 acre & above and mode of payment shall be
as under:i) 15% of EDC shall be charged up front.
ii) Rest of EDC shall be recovered in 10 equal half yearly installments with 10% interest payable
half yearly along with installment on the balance amount.
iii) 3% penal interest (compounded) will be charged in case of default.
iv) In case of installments, the land owner shall deposit bank guarantee equal to the balance
amount or mortgage/hypothecate plot/building.
v) In case the land owner fails to deposit the amount of installment on due date the ULB shall be
entitled to recover the default amount without any notice from the Bank Guarantee.

M/S Disha Developers applied to the Town and country Planning Department the change of
Land Use for 78 kanal 13 Marla land in the Municipal limits of M.C Sirhind under Section 81(1) of
The Punjab RTP&D Act 1995. The CLU case was forwarded by the M.C Sirhind through Deputy
Director Local Bodies Ludhiana on 1.08.2013.
During the scrutiny of records of M.C Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that EDC amounting Rs. 2080000 (40 % of Rs.6804405/-, Rs.1250000/- on 20.10.2011 and Rs.
780000/- on 17.10.2014) along with 4% processing fee of Rs. 50000 (on 8.10.2012) were deposited by
the colonizer. Remaining amount of Rs. 4724405/- was to be deposited by the colonizer in half yearly
instalments but thereafter no amount was deposited. The CLU was issued vide DDSS/S3/1892-95
dated 28.02. 2014 for residential colony and it was valid for 2 years. The revised rates of EDC and
remaining 60% amount along with10% yearly increase and 3 % penal interest amounting to Rs.
6757316/- as detailed below were not recovered from the colonizer.
Period/Date

Increase

Amount of 78 Kanal 13 Marla=9.83125
acre @Rs. 5 lakh per acre= Rs. 4915625-

1.4.2012

10% yearly increase

Rs. 4915625+491563=Rs.5407188

1.4.2013

-do-

Rs.5407188+540719= Rs.5947907

1.4.2014

-do-

Rs.5947907+594791=6542497+4%
fee Rs. 261708=Rs.6804405

Amount recovered Rs.2080000/-

Balance Rs.4724405

1.4.2015

10% yearly increase

Rs.4724405+472440=Rs.5196845

1.4.2016

-do-

Rs.5196845+519685=Rs.5716530

31.3.2017

-do-

Rs.5716530+571653=Rs.6288183+3%
Penal
interest
Rs.469133
Total
Rs.6757316/-

Cess

Further scrutiny of record revealed that no Bank guarantee was taken by the MC. As the
Coloniser/land owner failed to deposit the amount of instalment on due date the M.C should have
recovered the default amount without any notice from the Bank Guarantee.
Reasons for not taking of Bank Guarantee, non-recovering the balance 60 % EDC amount
along with 10 % yearly increase and penal interest may be explained and the entire amount due along
with interest and penal interest till date of deposit, recovered without delay.
Para:-8(b) Balance amount of Regularization charges not recovered- Rs.10.67 lakh
Government of Punjab, department of Housing, Urban Development (Housing Branch) vide
Notification No. 12/2/2013/5HG2/2245 dated 26.06.2013 and further vide No.12/2/13/5HG2/3052
dated 21.08.2013 were notified respectively for compounding of c and for regularization of
plots/buildings falling under unauthorized colonies. The charges for regularization of unauthorized
colonies shall be of two fold (i) the developer of the colony shall be bound to pay composition fee
fixed by the Government under this policy for getting the offence compounded. (ii) Regularization
charges as fixed under this policy shall be paid by the plot holders in the colony for getting the
plot/construction regularized. The charges received from the developer/plot holder shall be deposited
in the following manner.

(a) 25% of the total regularization charges shall be deposited with concerned local
body/development authority, as the case may be along with 5% as social Infrastructure Fund.
The balance 70% charges shall be deposited in three equal six-monthly installments along with
an interest @12% per annum.
(b) Out of total proceeds of regularization charges 1% will be deposited as Cancer Cess and 1%
will be deposited for Cultural Cess.
During the checking of records of M.C Sirhind for the year 2012-2017 it was noticed that
regularization charges amounting Rs. 4,30,686/- (as per annexure A attached) as part payment by the
plot holders of unauthorized colonies were deposited but thereafter Rs 10,66,644/- on account of
regularization charges were not deposited by the plot holders. Further it was also noticed that no action
for the recovery of balance amount of Rs.10,66,644/- along with 12% interest and 1% Cancer Cess
and 1% Culture Cess was taken.
These are only few instances test checked in audit, all the remaining cases of non deposit of
balance regularization charges may be investigated and balance amount may be got recovered under
intimation to audit.
Para: 8(c) Non- implementation of policy on unauthorised colonies
Government of Punjab, Deptt. of Housing and Urban Development (Housing Branch) vide
notification No. 12/2/2013/5HG2/2245 dated 26.06.2013 notified Policy for compounding of offences
for creation of Unauthorised colonies and further vide No. 12/2/13-5HG2/3052 dated 21.0802013 and
332385/1dated28.10.2014 made some clarifications regarding procedure in order to bring
unauthorised colonies under the umbrella of planning framework and to provide basic facilities to the
residents of the colonies.
During the scrutiny of records of M.C Sirhind for the years 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that there existed 42 unauthorised colonies as of August, 2013 and no colony was regularised. This
resulted in to non implementation of the above mentioned policy of Govt. of Punjab in true spirit.
Non implementation of the above policy may be explained.
Para:-9 (a) Short realisation of Labour cess - Rs. 32.13 lakh.
The Government of India enacted the Building and Other Construction Workers Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of Service Act in 1996 and the Building and Other Constructions
Workers Welfare Cess Act, in 1996. The State Government notified the Punjab Building and Other
Construction Workers (Regulation of employment and conditions of service) Rules 2008. Section 3 of
the Cess Act provides that cess would be collected at the rate of one per cent of the construction cost
incurred by an employer on any building and other construction work. This cess shall form a part of
the above stated fund which is to be used for the social security schemes and welfare measures
adopted by the Board for the benefit of the Building and Other Construction workers in the State.
Further, the Govt. of Punjab has notified all the Assistant-Labour Commissioners/ Labour-cumconciliation officers of the State as Assessing Authority within their respective jurisdiction for the
purpose of cess Act and cess Rules.
With regard to private construction all local authorities e.g. PUDA, GMADA, GLADA,
Municipal Corporation, Municipal Committees, Zila Parishads, Nagar Panchayats etc. shall obtain
estimated cost of construction with the building plans submitted to them for approval. It shall be
ensured that henceforth no building plan is approved by such local authority without collecting 1%

cess on the cost of construction. However, in case the building plans are submitted by an individual in
relation to his own residence, the 1% Labour Cess shall only be collected if the estimated cost of
construction is Rs.10 lakh or more. To arrive at the cost of construction it was Rs.500/- per square feet
of the covered area which was raised to Rs. 900/- per square feet w.e.f. May, 2013.
During the Checking of records of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that the cost of construction at the rate of Rs.900/- Per square feet w.e.f. 5/2013 was not adopted by
the MC Sirhind and due to this Labour Cess @ 1% of the construction cost was charged less. From
5/2013 to 3/2017 labour cess realised short amounting to Rs. 3212609(as per details given in Annexure
B ). Reasons for not adopting the revised rates for the calculation of labour cess and for the short
collection of Labour Cess of Rs.3212609/- may be explained. The labour cess short realised may also
be recovered and deposited with the labour department.
(b)
Out of Labour Cess collected Rs.3755815/- up to 31.03.2017, only an amount of Rs.10.00 lakh
was deposited with Labour department/Building and other Construction Workers Labour Cess Board
on 1.12.2017 and Rs.2755815 were still lying with the MC Office. Reasons for not depositing the
Labour Cess timely with the board may be explained and the amount of labour cess not deposited may
be deposited immediately and delay avoided in future.
Para:-9(b) Non-recovery of Social Infrastructure fund-Rs.22.10 lakh
Government of Punjab, department of Local Govt. vide notification No.12/2/13-5HG2/32385/1
dated 28 Oct 2014 issued by the Govt of Punjab, Department of Housing and Urban development
(Housing Branch), regularisation Charges shall be paid by the plot holders/building owners @ 25
percent of the total regularisation charges with the concerned local body/ development authority, as
the case may be, along with 5% as social infrastructure fund which will be deposited with Chief
Administrator, PUDA, Mohali by the applicant along with application.
During checking of the records of M.C Sirhind it was noticed that the applications of
unauthorised plots/buildings were received for regularisation and amount of Rs. 442.02 Lakh as
regularisation charges were received but social infrastructure fund @ 5% which was to be received in
addition to regularisation charges was not recovered which resulted into loss of Rs. 22.10 lakh of total
regularisation charges. The 5 % charges on account of Social Infrastructure Fund which was to be sent
to PUDA Mohali after recovery in addition to the regularisation charges were sent out of the amount
collected on account of regularisation charges. Only Rs. 10.00 lakh were sent on 25.12.2014 and
Rs.12.10 lakh were still payable to chief Administrator PUDA, Mohali. It is in contravention of the
above said notification.
The omission may be explained and the Social Infrastructure fund of Rs.22.10 lakh which had
not been recovered may be recovered now and may be deposited with the concerned authority.
Para:-10(a) Loss of revenue due to encroachment of Shamlat land - Rs. 3.31 crore
The limits of Municipality Sirhind were extended as published in the Punjab Govt. Gazette
dated 18.9.1962. Consequently the village Brahman Majra along with its shamlat land owned by the
Gram Panchayat came under the jurisdiction of Municipal Council Sirhind.
On this the 36 resident of the village Brahman Majra held that with the merger of portion of
Brahman Majra Sabha area in the Municipal area of Sirhind, the Gram Panchayat Brahman Majra
stand abolished and the shamlat land owned by the Gram Panchayat reverted back to its co-sharers
under proviso to Rule 3 of the Punjab Gram Panchayat Rules 1965 and they filed a suit against the
Municipal Council in the court of Sub-Judge 1st Class Fatehgarh Sahib who decided the case against
the M.C. Sirhind. The M.C Sirhind went in appeal against this decision in the appropriate higher Court

and lost the case. Similarly, when the residents of village Brahman Majra lost they went in appeal
against the Municipal council and when the Municipal Council lost the case it went in appeal against
the residents of Brahman Majra who had encroached upon the shamlat land of the Gram Panchayat. In
this way finally the case went in appeal against the illegal occupants of the land owned by the Gram
Panchayat in the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India which was decided by the Honourable Supreme
Court in favour of the Municipal Council Sirhind on 15.2.1996.
The Municipality was required to approach the appropriate authority immediately for taking
possession of the land the ownership of which was allowed in its favour by the Honourable Supreme
Court. Instead of taking action to take possession of the land the Municipal Council slept over the
issue for 6 years and 4 months and took no required action. The Municipality suddenly woke up in
June, 2002 and passed resolution in meeting held on 25.6.2002 (Resolution No.625) and empowered
the Executive Officer to file cases to evacuate encroached properties under Punjab Public Premises
and Land (Evacuation and Rent Recovery) Act, 1973 upto 24.6.2002 Even after fixing the date for
filing the cases for evacuation no action was taken to file the case. However, after lapse of a period of
3 years, the case was filed in the court of Collector Fatehgarh Sahib under the Punjab Public Premises
and land (Evacuation of Rent recovery) Act, 1973 in March 2005 instead of approaching the
appropriate authority for implementing the decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India.
The Public Premises (Evacuation of unauthorised occupants) Act, 1958 was enacted to provide
for speedy machinery for the eviction of unauthorised occupants of Public Premises section 5 of the
Act provided for taking possession of the Public Premises which are in unauthorised occupation of
persons. Section 7 of the Act provided for the recovery of rent or damages in respect of public
premises from persons who are in unauthorised occupation thereof the Act as it originally stood did
not debar the Govt. from taking recourse to Civil Courts to seek the aforesaid relief.
As is clear from the above the Municipality was to take action for the implementation of the
decision of the Honourable Supreme Court which is very much covered under this Act, instead the
Municipal Council filed case for eviction against the encroachers, the case in respect of which stand
already decided by the Apex Court under PPP Act. As such, the Municipal Council took wrong line of
action as a result of which the cases have been passing through the same stages as had already been
decided.
Further, out of total land of 905 Kanals and 4 Marlas encroached upon shamlat land measuring
50 kanals 5 Marlas was acquired by the Markfed for the construction of Godowns for storage of food
grains for which compensation of Rs. 88124.05 was awarded. This amount of compensation was also
paid to the 82 properties (encroachers) as per decision of the District Judge Patiala dated 5.3.1979.
In this regard following observations are made:1.
The Honourable Apex Court gave its decision in favour of the Municipal Council in February,
1996 and the case for eviction of the illegal occupants were filed in March, 2005 i.e. after a gap
of period of more than 9 years which clearly indicate that there is something fishy and the
filing of case for eviction has deliberately been delayed to give benefit to the illegal occupants.
2.
As the case was already decided in favour of the Municipal Council and it should have
approached the appropriate authority for the implementation of the decision of the Apex court
where as it filed the case under PPP Act thereby adopting wrong line of action as a result of
which the case of eviction is going through the same stages and was still pending with the
court.
3.
The compensation of Rs. 88124.05 which had been paid to 82 persons was actually payable to
the Municipal Council, Sirhind. The M.C. Sirhind never put his claim for its payment. As a
result of which the M.C. had sustained loss of Rs. 88124.05.
4.
The M.C. Sirhind filed claim for compensation for the land illegally encroached upon @ Rs.
2400/- per Kanal in the appeal filed with the district Collector Fatehgarh Sahib. Appeal was

decided in favour of the Municipality. While deciding the case the District Judge did not
discuss the claim for compensation of the Municipal Council. On this the M.C. should have
filed appeal against this decision to decide the appeal for compensation. But the M.C did not
file any such appeal.
5.
It was interesting to note that the M.C. authorised the Executive Officer to file cases under PPP
Act to evacuate the illegal possession of the Municipal land by 24.6.2002 vide resolution
No.325 passed in the meeting held on 25.6.2002 . How it is possible to file cases by 24.6.2002
the orders for which was passed on 25.6.2002 i.e. after the due date.
6.
The said shamlat land remained under illegal possession prior to February 1968 to date, actual
date could not be known, as no relevant record was readily available and no case for
compensation was filed after winning the case.
7.
Compensation of Rs.2400/- per kanal was demanded by the council in the appeal filed in the
court of Collector Fatehgarh Sahib in March, 2003. As such, the Council had sustained loss of
Rs. 32587200 on account of revenue calculated @ 2400/- per kanal per year for 905 Kanal 4
Marla for the period from April,2003 to March,2017 which would have accrued had the
shamlat land remained with the M.C. during the period from April,2003 to March,2017. The
loss prior to this period could not be known due to non availability of record of this period.
Therefore, case may also be filed to recover this amount from the encroachers in the
appropriate court of law.
Keeping in view the above observation it is very much clear that action in this regard had
deliberately been delayed at all stages only to give benefit to the encroachers. Therefore, the whole
mater may be investigated stage by stage, responsibility fixed and action taken under rules.
Para :-10 (b) Loss due to non-lease of Shamlat land-Rs.4.90 Lakh.
While checking records of Shamlat land owned by the M.C Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib it was
noticed that the following holdings of land were/could not the leased out during the period from 201213 to 2016-17. During discussion it was told that none of the bidders was interested to take this land
on lease even after holding bids for 4 times due to higher reserve price. As a result of which the M.C.
has sustained a loss of Rs.489810/- during the above period.
(1)
Plot measuring 68 Kanal 7 Marlas of village Bahadurgarh was auctioned for the period from
15.6.12 to 31.5.13 on 15.6.2012. and Rs.1,32,000/- was fixed as reserve price and bid was finalised in
favour of Sh. Harvinder Singh for Rs. 1,33,600/- Later on he refused to take this plot of land on lease
on the plea that he mistook this for another plot than he bid for. His security of Rs.2000/- was
confiscated.
The second highest bidder was Sh. Jabhinder Singh for Rs.1,33,500/- and 3rd bidder was Sh.
Gurmail Singh for Rs.1,33,200/-. On the refusal of the first bidder the M.C did not offer this land to
the 2nd and 3rd bidder for Rs.1,33,500 and 1,33,200 respectively instead it re-auctioned this plot for
Rs.82,500 on 29.6.2012 for the period from 29.6.2012 to 31.5.2013. In this way the M.C. sustained
loss of Rs.48500 (133600-2000=131000-82500/-).
(2) (i) Plot measuring 4 Kanal 17 Marlas of village Hamayunpur was put to auction on,
4.6.13,20.6.13,23.9.13 and 3.10.13 for the year 2013-14 and nobody bid for it due to higher reserve
price of Rs.5100/(ii) This plot could not be leased out during the year 2014-15,2015-16 and 2016-17 also due to
higher reserve price of RS.6500,6500,7200 respectively during the above period despite holding

auction for many times. The M.C. took no action to revise / lower the reserve price to avoid loss to
M.C. amounting to Rs.25300.
(3)
Plot measuring 40 Kanal reserve price of which was fixed as Rs. 1,70,500/- of village
Bahadurgarh was put to auction on 4.6.13 for the year 2013-14. Nobody offered any bid for this plot
even after holding auction on 4.6.13, 20.6.13 and 23.9.13. Thereafter, the reserve price of the plot was
reduced to Rs.58300 on 3.10.13 due to short period of lease this plot could only be leased for
Rs.62000 resulting into loss of Rs.108500 i.e.170500-62000.
4.(i) Plot measuring 9 Kanal 1 Marla was leased out for Rs.20500/- on 29.6.2012 for the year 201213 against reserve price of Rs.76050. Thus, sustaining a loss of Rs.55,550/-. No orders to downward
revision of the reserve price were shown.
(ii)
Similarly, this plot was leased out for Rs.24500 during the year of 2013-14 after fixing reserve
price of Rs.22550/-. The reserve price w.r.to reserve price of 2012-13 works out to Rs.83660/- after
10% annual increase. Therefore the loss in the lease money during the year 2013-14 was Rs.69160/-.
(iii)
This plot could not be leased out during the year 2014-15 even after decreasing reserve price to
Rs. 27000 and holding auction on 1.7.14, 10.7.14, 15.7.14 and 24.7.2014. Thus, committee sustained
loss of Rs.27000/-. The total revenue loss to the Committee during the above period was Rs.151710/-.
5.
Plot measuring 14 Kanal 10 Marla was put to auction on 28.5.15 for the year 2015-16, and for
2016-17 on 30.5.16 and 23.6.16. The reserve price of the plot for both these years was Rs.60500/-. No.
body bid for this plot due to higher reserve price. Loss to the committee was Rs.131000/- during both
the above years.
6.
Plot measuring 4 Kanal 6 Marla in the Sirhind City was auctioned on 30.5.2016, 23.6.16 and
30.3.16 for the year 2016-17. But nobody gave bid due to higher reserve price as a result of which the
committee suffered revenue loss of Rs.24800/- which was reserve price of the plot.
Therefore, the Municipal Council suffered total revenue loss of Rs.489810/- in respect of
above plots during the period from 2012-13 to 2016-17 due to higher reserve price.
Some mechanism must be drawn under which the reserve price of the plots of Shamlat land
could be reviewed and revised in cases in which the shamlat land could not be leased out due to higher
reserve price to avoid revenue losses to the Municipal Council due to non-lease of shamlat land.
Para:- 10 (c) As per schedule 6.1(a) of the Punjab Village Common land Regulation Act, 1961, out
of cultivatable land proposed to be leased, thirty per cent, 10 per cent and 10 percent respectively was
to be reserved for giving on lease by auction to the members of scheduled caste, Backward classes and
dependants of defence personal killed in any war after independence of India.
It was, however, noticed that these sections of the society had been deprived of this benefit and
no land out of the shamlat land during 2012-13 to 2016-17 was reserved or leased out for these
members of the society.
Non compliance of these provisions of the above rules may be justified and point noted for
compliance in future.
Para:-10(d) Non-recovery of lease money-Rs 3.18 lakh.
MC Sirhind wide Resolution no.265 dated: 26.5.2005 provided land measuring 20 kanal 4
Marla as ordered by the Deputy Commissioner Fatehgarh Sahib wide his orders no.2000/48

dated.105.2000 to Mata Sundri Public school Attewali on lease at the rate of 12100 per annum. Period
of lease was not mentioned in the resolution.
While checking case files of this lease the following omissions were noticed:1) The MC was not competent to lease out its property for more than five years. Beyond five years the
sanction of the Deputy Director Local Bodies was required, which was not obtained. The same may be
obtained now.
2) No agreement deed in this regards was executed.
3) Period of lease was not mentioned in the resolution as passed by the MC. Exact period of lease for
which the land had been leased out may be ascertained and necessary agreement executed with the
management of the school.
4) Lease money from 2012-13 to 2016-17 has not been paid by the school management. A perusal of
details of lease money already paid also revealed that the lease money had not been paid after
increasing 10% of lease money every year for the years 2001-02 to 2011-12. This resulted in to short
recovery of lease money of Rs 71981/- where as lease money for the years from 2012-13 to 2016-17
amounting to Rs.245771/- as detailed below had not been recovered. This may be recovered from the
school management without delay.
Rs.
Years

Lease money due

lease Money recovered

Difference

2000-01

12100

12100

Nil

2001-02

13310

12100

1210

2002-03

14641

12100

2541

2003-04

16105

12100

4005

2004-05

17716

12100

5616

2005-06

19488

13310

6178

2006-07

21437

14641

6796

2007-08

23580

16105

7475

2008-09

25938

17716

8222

2009-10

28532

19487

9045

2010-11

31385

21436

9949

2011-12

34524

23880

10944

2012-13

37976

-

37976

2013-14

44774

-

44774

2014-15

49251

-

49251

2015-16

54176

-

54176

2016-17

59594

Total

59594
317752

Para:11 Loss due to undue favour to "Hadda Rori" Contractors - Rs.10.94 lakh
(A)
The Contract for the "Hadda Rori" for the period from 18.6.2011 to 17.6.2012 was awarded to
Sh. Navjot Singh for Rs.6 Lakh through open auction on 13.06.2011.
As per terms and conditions of the contract, the Contractor was to deposit half of the
contracted amount at the fall of hammer and the balance amount was to be deposited in two equal
instilments in the month of July and August failing which his contract was to be cancelled.
While checking records relating to contract of "Hadda Rori" for the years 2011-12 and 2012-13
it was, however, noticed that the contractor deposited only Rs.5000/- bid participating security and
nothing except this amount was recovered/ deposited by the contractor and he had been operating the
contract without paying even single penny and no action to cancel his contract as per terms and
conditions of the contract was taken by the Council. After adjusting amount of Rs.5000 as stated
above an amount of Rs.5,95,000/- was still outstanding against him. The notices issued by the Council
to recover this amount were received back undelivered as his postal address as given by him to the
Council was wrong.
The Municipal Council sought legal advice from his Legal advisor regarding action to be taken
to recover this unrecovered amount. He advises the Council to file a case in the court of law against
the contractor to recover this amount. The matter was placed before the Municipal Council vide
resolution No.586 dated 27.11.2012. However, it was surprising to note that the council instead of
approving the proposal to file a court case against the contractor to recover this amount, dropped the
proposal.
The Deputy Director, Local Bodies, Ludhiana while approving the minutes of this meeting
remarked that action may be taken as per rules. Therefore, as per rules and advice of the Legal
Adviser, the Municipal Council should have approved/filed the case against the contractor in the court
of law. In this way the Council had done undue favour to the contractor by dropping the proposal to
file court case which resulted into loss of Rupees 5.95 Lakh to the Council.
The responsibility for not taking any action to cancel the contract when he did not deposit 50%
of the bid money at the conclusion of the auction and subsequent instalments , may be fixed and action
taken as per rules.
The circumstances under which the contractor was favoured by dropping the proposal to file
the case against the contractor may also be investigated. It is surprising to note that instead of
watching the interest of the Council, the Council members watched the interest of the contractor which
needs to be investigated also.
B)
Similarly, Sh. Saudagar Singh was awarded Contract for Hadda Rori for the period from
16.1.2014 to 15.01.2015. The amount of contract and terms and conditions of the contract and date of
auction was not available in the case file. Whether the contractor acted to deposit the amount of
contract as per terms and conditions of the contractor, could not be known. He deposited only
Rs.50000 on 20.06.2014 and no any other amount has been deposited by him. No any action was taken
to recover the balance amount in this case also.

The responsibility for not taking any action to cancel his contract when he defaulted in
payment of the contract may be fixed and actual loss sustained by the council intimated.
C)
The contract for the period from 18.6.2011 to 17.6.2012 was awarded for rupees 6 Lakh
whereas the reserve price for the contract for the next period i.e. 18.6.2012 to 15.12.2013 was fixed as
rupees 90,000 which was even less than 1/6 th of the previous contract. No any resolution to reduce
the reserve price was available in the case file. The contract was awarded for rupees 1,11,000 and
Municipal Council has, thus, suffered loss of Rs.4,99,000 .
D)
It was further notice that Hadda Rori was not leased out on contract during the period
18.6.2012 to 15.01.2013 and from 2015-16 to 2016-17 due to reasons that nobody bid for the contract
during this period due to higher reserve price as a result of which the Municipal Council has to suffer
loss of Rupees 3,33,000/- calculated as per the rate of previous amount of bid. Nobody try to analyse
the reasons for which the Hadda Rori could not be leased on contract and take remedial measures .This
needs to be investigated.
Para:-12 Non-collection of Water supply and sewerage charges from the Plot holders of up to 5
Marla- Rs.1.05 crore.
The Govt. of Punjab, Department of Local Government vide notification dated 11.7.2006 with
effect from 26.6.2006 exempts all residential units having plot area upto 5 Marlas (125 sq yards)
situated within the limits of MC from payment of water and sewerage charges. Further, Govt. vide
notification No.9/9/05/3LG-4/2322 dated 18.09.2009 had revised water supply and sewerage tariff
with immediate effect and Rs.100/- was fixed as user charges for un metered water connection for
upto 5 Marla houses which have not been adopted so for whereas Govt notification dated 18.9.09 was
binding on the MC.
During the course of checking of record of MC Sirhind- Fatehgarh Sahib for the period
1.4.2012 to 31.3.2017 it was noticed that no meters have been installed for the domestic water supply
and sewerage connections for and upto 5 Marla houses and revised water supply and sewerage tariff
applicable w.e.f. 18.9.2009 has not been charged from the users for the period 1.4.2012 to 31.3.2017f
which deprived of the MC from the revenue of Rs. 1.05 Corer as detailed below:Year
Total
Water Water Supply connection up Rates of Rs. 100/Sewerage
to 5 Marla Plot/ houses
water
supply
connection
charges Rs.
2012-13
3858
1220
1548000
2013-14
3996
1355
1626000
2014-15
4010
1398
1677600
2015-16
4035
1393
1671600
2016-17
4075
1379
1654800
Total
8178000
Year
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

Sewerage Connections upto 5 Charges @ 70/- per month
Marla Plots/ houses
559
469560
571
479640
542
455280
553
464520
528
443520
Total
2312520

Total Water & Sewerage charges
for upto 5 Marla Plots/ houses

8178000
2312520
Rs. 10490520
Para :-13(a) Short raising of demand of Water supply/ Sewerage connections against rates
revised by-the Govt.- Rs.47.71 lakh
Govt. of Punjab Department of Local Bodies vide notification No.9/9/ 0532G-4/2322
dated:18.9.2009 had revised the water supply and sewerage user charges tariff (both domestic and
commercial) on the basis of size of plots with immediate effect which was endorsed by the Deputy
Director Local Bodies Ludhiana to M.C. Sirhind for compliance. This notification was not adopted by
MC and was rejected vide its resolution No.194 dated 27.10.09. However, this resolution as passed by
the M.C. was rejected by the Deputy Director, Local Bodies Ludhiana vide his letter No.
DDSS/S3/314 dated 25.9.2011. The revised rates of MC (their own rates) were made applicable w.e.f
1.1.2014 by the MC Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib as Rs. 100 for water supply and sewerage (domestic) and
Rs.130 for commercial connections.
During the course of checking of record of MC Sirhind from 1.4.2012 to 31.03.2017 it was
noticed that water and sewerage connections are provided by the M.C but demand of user charges of
water and sewerage connections (both domestic and commercial) was not made according to the
revised rates upto 31.03.2017. The revised rates as adopted by MC were made applicable w.e.f
1.1.2014. No revision of rates as notified by Punjab Govt. on dated 18.9.2009 was implemented by the
MC which resulted into short collection amounting to Rs.47,70,930- as detailed below on account of
water and sewerage bills from the users.
1.

Water Supply:-

Year
2012-13
2013-14
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

Total -1-

No. of Water supply
connections Domestic
1150
1110
1095
1108
1087

Due
Rate
105
105
105
105
105
105

Charged Rate Rate
Difference
50
55
50
55
100(1.1.14)
5
100
5
100
5
100
5
Total

Commercial
236
265
265
265
364
Total

210
210
210
210
210

50
50
130
130
130

1756560+1522500=3279060.00

160
160
80
80
80

Amount Rs.
759000
549450
16050
65700
66480
65220
1522500
453120
381600
254400
254400
349440
1756560

2.

Sewerage Connection Charges (Domestic):Rs.

Year
2012-13
2013-14
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

No.
of
Sewerage
connections Domestic
546
595
595
639
567

Due Rate Charged Rate
105
105
105
105
105
105

50
50
100(1.1.14)
100
100
100

Rate
Diff.
55
55
5
5
5
5
Total

Amount

Rate
Diff
160
160
80
80
80
80
Total

Amount

360360
294525
8925
35700
38340
34020
771870

Sewerage Connection Charges (Commercial):Year
2012-13
2013-14
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

No. of Sewerage connections Due
commercial
Rate
77
210
100
210
105
100
210
96
210
225
210

Charged Rate
50
50
130(1.1.14)
130
130
130

147840
144000
24000
96000
92160
216000
720000

Total 2- 771870+720000=1491870.00
Total 1 +2 = 3279060 +1491870 = 47,70,930.00
Due to non-revision of rates as per Govt. orders from 01.04.2012 to 31.03.2017 the Municipal
Council had sustained loss of Rs. 47.71 Lakh which may be explained and revised rates made
applicable to avoid further loss.
Para:-13(b) Non-installation of meters for water supply connections.
Govt. of Punjab Department of Local Bodies vide notification No.9/9/05/ 32-G/2322 dated 189-2009 stressed upon to install Meters for water supply connections. Meters shall be arranged and got
tested by the consumers at their own cost after proper testing and seal by the Local body for which a
rate of Rs. 3.80 per kilo litre per month was applicable. Further, Punjab Municipal Water meter policy
was placed before the MC vide resolution No.77 dated 29.01.2016 for implementation of this decision
of the Govt. However, the MC rejected the implementations of this decision of Govt. as it was stated
to be against the interest of the people of Sirhind.
The Deputy Director, Local Bodies, Ludhiana rejected this resolution ,even then the policy was
not adopted by the MC Sirhind even after the lapse of eight and half years of the advice of the Deputy
Director, Local Bodies, Ludhiana. By not adopting the policy of the Government to install the meters
the councillors had acted against the interest of the Municipal Council.
Non-compliance of the above notification even after receiving the direction from the Deputy
Director, Local Bodies, Ludhiana as a result of which the Municipal Council had to suffer financial
loss may be justified and the above decision implemented without delay to save the Municipal Council
from further financial loss.

Para:-14(a) Wasteful expenditure on Property tax survey Rs.8.41 lakh
As per chapter VII.2 of Municipal account Code 1930, in a city on municipality in
which a tax is imposed upon building or lands of which an assessment list has to be prepared under the
provisions of Section 101 of the Punjab Municipal Act,1976 and Section 63 of the Punjab Municipal
Act,1911 the Tax Superintendent shall, as soon as may be after the date on which the tax comes in to
force, cause to be entered in columns 1 to 7 of an assessment register in form T.S.I, particulars of all
buildings and lands liable to tax together with the name and addresses of the owners or occupiers
thereof, the annual value, area or frontage thereof according to the nature of the tax and amount of tax
payable thereon and when the necessary entries have been posted in the register, shall lay it before the
commissioner or Executive Officer, as the case may be, and if the tax is to be assessed on the annual
value of Buildings or Lands, shall at the same time lay before the Commissioner or Executive Officer
as the case may be, full notes showing with reference to clause 46 of Section of the Punjab Municipal
Act,1976 and sub clause (a),(b) or (c) of clause(i) of Section 3 of the Punjab Municipal Act,1911
precisely how the rateable value as the case may be, of each building or plot of land has been
calculated.
The recommendations of the Executive Officer with regard to the assessment to be made in
each case shall be recorded in column 8,9,10 and 11 respectively of the Assessment Register.
Further fresh demand and collection register is to be opened for each year as proviso given in
chapter VII.7. At the beginning of each year a fresh Tax demand and collection register (Form T.S 5)
shall be opened in which shall be first be entered the names of all assesses against whom arrears are
shown as due on account of the previous years in column 47 of the register after which the entries
relating to the demand of the current year shall be posted, shall be posted, the word "arrears" being
written in red ink.
During the scrutiny of record of Municipal Council Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it
was noticed that for the levy and collection of property tax on land and Buildings a survey was got
conducted in 2013.This survey was to be completed up to 31.03.2013. For this survey an agreement
was made with M/S Icon Software and Technology, Industrial area Ludhiana at the rate of Rs.37.50
per unit+12.36%CP. For this survey payment of Rs. 8,41,773/-has been made to the firm. The firm has
completed only 80 percent survey work and that was also not satisfactory and trust worthy. The firm
did not turn up to rectify the lists and data of property tax survey despite issue of letter No. 2015 dated
20.7.2014 by the M.C as there were so many irregularities and mistakes in the survey. After that no
efforts were made by the M.C office to get the survey data completed. Thus expenditure of Rs. 8.42
lakh remained unfruitful. As the survey was to be completed upto 31.03.2013 but it was still
incomplete till date. Reasons for non-completing of the survey work and unfruitful expenditure of Rs.
8.42 lakh on the survey may be explained.
Para 14(b) Shortfall in Property tax collection due to non-maintenance of proper data of tax
payers Rs.72.18 lakh
Property Tax on Land and Building was levied by the Punjab Govt. vide Notification No. 2/4/201451g3/379043/1 dated 15.12.2012, replacing the House Tax. It was effective wef 1.4.2013 and shall be
calculated in the manner and levied at the rates specified in the notification. For the identification of units for
property tax a survey was to be conducted by the MC Office and it was to be completed before 31.03. 2013.
No survey was conducted by tax branch of M.C office but the survey was got conducted through a private
firm M/S Icon Software and Technology, Ludhiana. As per Property Tax survey there were 9617 units (4715
Residential and 4872 Commercial) for the levy of Property tax and 5918 exempted units.

Test check of records revealed that the survey conducted by M/S Icon Software and Technology,
Industrial Area Ludhiana was only 80 percent complete and it was also not reliable. Further no proper record
of houses/shops and industrial units were maintained by the Tax branch. During the years 2013-14to 2016-17
property tax of Rs. 310.80 lakh was collected as detailed below which was much below the targets of tax
collection.
Year

Budget estimate

Collection of Tax (Rs. in lakh)

2013-14

90.00

75.29

2014-15

100.00

46.01

2015-16

95.00

98.56

2016-17

97.98

90.94

382.98 lakh

310.80 lakh

Total

Against the projected income of Rs. 382.98 lakh from 9617 units both residential and commercial units tax
collection was of Rs. 310.80 lakh which was 20 percent less from the targets. Absence of proper survey and
non maintenance of property records had resulted into shortfall in collection of property tax of Rs.72.18 lakh.
Reasons for non maintenance of proper records, non completion of survey of all units along with
shortfall in achievement of targets of property tax may be explained and remedial measures to achieve the
targets taken.
Para:-15 Acceptance of Single tenders -Rs. 5.28 crore.
As per Punjab PWD single tenders shall normally not be considered unless there are special
circumstances to do so. In such eventuality, decision to accept the single tender shall be as prescribed
in rules. If special circumstances are not present, tenders shall be re-called. If re-tendering again
results in a single tender, its acceptance may be considered with proper justification and reasons
thereof.
A scrutiny of tenders invited for various works and execution of works against these tenders
had revealed that works valuing Rs. 528.41 lakh as per detail in Annexure C were got executed on the
basis of acceptance of single tender for the first time. No reasons were recorded for acceptance of
these single tenders. All the single tenders were accepted as a routine and not in any special
circumstances. A perusal of these tenders would reveal that none of these tenders/works were of
urgent nature which could not be postponed and re-tendered.
It may be added that out of these 79 single tenders 41 no of tenders valuing Rs. 234.45 lakh
were allotted to Sh. Rajesh Kumar Bansal Contractor which clearly indicate that he had certainly been
favoured to allot these works.
The omission may be justified and the entire expenditure incurred for execution of various
works got regularised with the sanction of competent authority.
Para:-16 Splitting up of estimates to avoid administrative approval and technical sanction of the
higher authority- Rs.92.45 lakh
As per Rule 4 of the Punjab Municipal Works Rules, 1978 the Municipal Council Class II is
empowered to accord administrative approval of works involving expenditure to the extent of Rs. 5

lakh. Similarly, the Municipal Council having Assistant Municipal Engineer is competent to accord
technical sanction of works up to Rs. 5 Lakh.
While checking accounts records of the M.C. Sirhind it was noticed that the estimates of the
works as well as the supply of labour for various works such as sanitation, supply of sewer men and
estimates of various works were split up to keep them within 5 Lakh to avoid sanction of the higher
authority. A few such cases are detailed below by way of illustration.
Estimates passed vide Resolution No.526 dated 28.3.2012.
1.

Construction of Road Gali in Mohalla Dhingra Ward No.15- Rs.4.98 lakh.

2.

Construction of Road Gali in various streets of Ward No.15- Rs. 4.95 Lakh.

3.

Development of streets in Ward No.15= Rs.5 Lakh

4.

Providing and fixing Road Gali Cover and frame and main hole cover and frame in
different area in Ward No.15=Rs.5 Lakh.

5.

Development of Street back side Dhillon Nursing Home in Ward No.14 =Rs.4.50 Lakh.

6.

Providing and fixing inter locking tiles Usha street Ward No.14=Rs.4.45 Lakh

7.

Providing and fixing I/L Tiles near House of Balwinder Singh ward No.13=Rs. 5 Lakh

8.

Development of street in Ward No.13=Rs 4.78

9.

Supply of labour for sewerage system W.No.1-10 Rs. 4.50 Lakh.

10

Supply of labour for sewerage system W.No.11-17 Rs. 4.00 Lakh.

11

Road marking / Zebra crossing of Roads in Municipal Limits= Rs. 5 Lakh

12

Road marking/ Zebra crossing of Roads in M.C. limit= Rs. 5 Lakh

13

Development of Street in Ward No.13= Rs. 4.80 Lakh

14.

Development of Street in Ward No.= Rs. 4.92 Lakh
(Resolution No.46 dated: 31.8.2015)

15.

Interlocking tiles from H/o Dhillon to H/o Bhupinder Ward No.10 = Rs.3.78 Lakh

16.

Laying of DB Paving from H/o Gurmit (CIA) to H/o Manjit Kumar W.No.10-Rs.3.75 Lakh.

17

Earth filling and DB Paving from Hans Raj Droga House to Bassi Road W.No.1=Rs.3.15
Lakh

18

Earth filling and DB Paving from Manmohan Singh to H/o Harpal Chahal Gali Ward No.1
= Rs.3.25 Lakh.

19

P/F I.Tiles Ashoka School Girls wali Gali and H/o Narula Wali Gali=Rs.4.74 Lakh.

20

P/F I.Tiles from H/o Shiv Bhardwaj to Hari Kishan Vaid Ward No.9=Rs.2.95 Lakh

21

P/F I Tiles from Patiala Tailor to Bhalla and adjoining street Ward No.9= Rs.3.85 Lakh.

Total Rs. 92.45 lakh
The splitting up of estimates to avoid sanction of higher authority may be justified and
expenditure incurred there against regularised with the sanction of competent authority along with all
other such cases of split up during the period from 2012-13 to 2016-2017.
Para:- 17 Non-recovery of Cow Cess.
The Punjab Govt. vide its notification No.16/37(18)/2016-5SS3/2411 dated. 24.11.16 levied
cow cess on the following items and at the rates noted against each item. The collecting agencies were
also notified to collect this cess:Sr.
No.

Name of items

Rate
of Name of Agencies nominated for
Cess per collections of Cess
items

1.

Oil tanker per trip

Rs.100

Municipal Council, Sirhind

2.

English wine per bottle

Rs.10

Assistant Excise & Taxation
Commissioner Fatehgarh Sahib

3.

Country Liquor and Bear per Bottle

Rs.5

Assistant Excise & Taxation
Commissioner Fatehgarh Sahib

4.

Cement per bag

Re.1

Municipal Council, Sirhind

5.

Electricity per unit

2 paisa

Sub Division Engineer Punjab
State Power Corporation Ltd.
Sirhind

6.

Marriage Palace AC (per function)

Rs.1000

Municipal Council, Sirhind

7.

Marriage
function)

8.

Four wheeler (on sale of per Rs.1000
vehicle)

District
Transport
Fatehgarh Sahib.

Officer,

9.

Two Wheeler (on sale of per Rs.200
Vehicle)

District
Transport
Fatehgarh Sahib.

Officer,

Palace

Non-AC

(per Rs.500

Municipal Council, Sirhind

Cow Cess on items noted at Sr.No.2 and 3 was applicable from the financial year 2017-18.
While checking accounts records relating to collection of above cess it has, however been noticed that
the Municipal Council wake up to take action in this regard in the month of June 2017 i.e. after a lapse
of period of 7 months of the issue of notification and made reference to the cement dealers on
29.6.2017, to D.T.O. on 12.6.2017, SDM Fatehgarh Sahib on 7.2.2018, S.D.E., PSPCL on 7.2.2018
and to inspector of the Municipal Council on 7.2.2018 to collect the said cess and deposit it with the
council.
The S.D.M. /D.T.O Fatehgarh Sahib started directing the purchasers of new two and four
wheelers to deposit the above cess with the council before the registration of these vehicles First such
receipt was issued by the council on 14.8.2017.

In this regard the following observations are made:1.

What were the reasons for not implementation of the decision of the Govt.

2.
The recovery of Cow cess on two and four wheelers was started on 14.8.2017. No action was
taken to recover the cow cess on the vehicles registered from 24.11.2016 to 13.8.2017.
3.
No amount of cess had been received from the Sub Division Engineer, Punjab Power
Corporation Ltd., Sirhind, the Assistant Excise and Taxation Commissioner, Sirhind, Sub Divisional
Magistrate, Fatehgarh Sahib, District Transport Officer, Fatehgarh Sahib even after making reference
to them in the month of June, 2017. These officers were remainder again on 5.7.18 to collect the cess
and remit it to the council after a gap of one and half year. Nothing has happened so for.
Para:-18(a) Fraudulently excess claim-Negligence in checking thereof-Excess payment to
contractor-Rs.15.25 lakh
While checking contractor bills along with estimates of the works for which they had been paid
it has been noticed that:(i) The Kharar co-0p L&C Society Ltd. was awarded work of providing and fixing of Interlocking
Tiles from the house of Dayawati to Shiv Mandir and Istri Sabha to Shiv Mandir on the basis of tender
dated: 28.08.2015 for Rs.4.98 Lakh.
While checking 2nd & final bill of the contractor for Rs.41128 paid vide voucher
No.52 dated:7.1.16 it was noticed that the contractor had been paid for the following items of work
which were not included, both in the estimate of the work and work order of the work as issued vide
no.7/28.8.15 dated 30.9.15:Sr. No.

Item of work

Amount Paid Rs.

1.

Earth work CHCA ration

8846

2.

Loading

3447

3.

Unloading

7985

4.

R.G.Cover frame 920

26680

5.

Raising of Main hole

6000

6.

Raising of RG.700

34300

Total

87258

In this way the contractor had been paid excess payment of Rs.87258/-. This may be looked
into, responsibility for this fixed and excess payment made recovered from the contractor.
(ii)
While checking voucher No.36 dated 13.7.2015 vide which payment was made to Sh. Suresh
Kumar Contractor for supply of sewer man. Bill for supply of labour was passed for Rs.148398 where
as he was paid Rs.193198 i.e. in excess of the amount passed for payment. In this way he had been
paid Rs.44700 in excess of what was admissible to him. The omission may be justified and excess
payment made recovered from him.

(iii)
Sh. Suresh Kumar Contractor had been paid an amount of Rs.205179 vide Vr.No.66 dated:
10.8.2015 for supply of 20 number sewer man. The bill was passed for Rs.152856 whereas he was
paid Rs.205179 i.e. Rs.52323 in excess of the payment approved. The excess payment may be
justified and recovered from him.
(iv)
The work providing and fixing interlocking tiles near Khant Niwas adjoining street ward
No.15 was awarded to the Khanna Jai Co-op L&C Society Ltd for Rs.9.66 Lakh. The payment of Ist
running bill for Rs.467968 was made vide Vr. No.63 dated: 12.01.2017.
While checking bill of the society along with estimate it was noticed that the contractor had
been paid for the following items of work which were not provided in the estimate:Sr. No.

Item of work

Amount Paid Rs.

1.

Dismantling of old C.C 1.2.4

37512

2.

Loading un loading

810

3.

Carriage Malba

4953

Total

43275

As such the contractor had been paid in excess Rs.43275/- which may be recovered
from him. In addition the payment of these items made to the society in the subsequent bills may be
intimated immediately.
(v)
Sh. Chahat Kaushal labour supply Contractor had been paid an amount of Rs.680709/- vide Vr.
No.34 of 13.7.2015 for supply of 88 Labourers @ Rs.6647.75 per labourer per month for the period
1.6.15 to 30.6.15. While checking items of the contractor it was noticed that against the 88 no. of
labourers stated to have been deployed the list attached with the item contained 86 labourers. As such
the contractor had been paid labour charges for 2 labourers Rs.15737/- which may be recovered from
him.
(vi)
While checking claim of Swami co-op L&C Ltd. Kharar it was noticed that the society had
been paid an amount of Rs.744547/- vide voucher no.25 dated 5.1.16 on a/c of labour charges for
supply of 88 labourers. Although the list of 88 labourers supplied by the society was attached with the
claim yet attendance of these labourers was not attached as a result of which the correctness of claim
could not be ascertained as the period of claim has also not been mentioned in the claim. When no
period of claim was mentioned in the claim and attendance was also not attached how it was
ascertained that the claim related to December. Therefore, this expenditure could not be admitted. This
needs to be explained.
(vii) M/s Chahat Kaushal contractor had been paid an amount of Rs.659419/- vide voucher no.32
dated 9.1.15 on account of labour charges for supply of 88 labourers for Cleaning and sweeping from
Ward No.1 to 17 for the Month of May,2015. It was noticed that against 88 sweepers stated to have
been supplied the list of sweepers supplied contained only 25 names in which it has been written total
number as 88. The attendance of these sweepers was also not attached. Therefore, the contractor had
been paid Rs.537583 in excess of what was admissible to him. This may be recovered from the
contractor. The attendance of the sweepers during the month of May, 2015 may also be produced.
(viii) The work Development of parking area and Roads in Pocket A from Gurudwara to old truck
union Bara, Sirhind was awarded to Shri Sukhdeep Singh Contractor. He submitted bill for payment of

works executed by him. The Executive Officer of M.C Sirhind made the following observation on the
bill on 21.5.2014:
1. The bill dated 9.2.12 was put up before me today on 21.5.14 through accounts branch. Reasons for
delay may be justified.
2. The bill is required to be routed through present AME which was not done so in this case.
3. AME should check the site and quantities and report whether the items given in the bill are as
provided in the estimate. It seems that the basic nature of the estimate has been changed.
4. Also SE be requested to visit the site whether the work was got executed as per estimates.
5. AME should furnish certificate whether the sanction is in order.
The bill was returned with these observations without passing by the E.O. It was however noticed that
instead of compliance of the observation of the E.O the payment was made.
the scrutiny of the bill as paid to the contractor revealed that as per rates approved for work he was to
charge 6% below CSR rates whereas while making payment( Vr. no. 4 dated 28.5.14) only Rs.6 were
deducted from the rates instead of 6% of rates admissible which resulted excess payment of
Rs.149319/- as detailed below:Item
No.

Item of work

Quantity
cum

Rate Rs.

Amount of amount
bill Rs.
paid Rs.

Excess
paid Rs.

3

removal of silt

1261.88

4.75=460%
-6%=25.01

31560

33206

1646

4

Carriage/ Removal 1261.88
of silt 5 km lead

19+650%6%=133.95

169029

178379

9350

5

earth filling
pocket A

29.50+650
%6%=
207.98

1893123

1997301

104178

6

Loading/Unloading

4.75+460%
-6%=25.01

227652

239530

11878

7

Compaction
earth

101.50+900 86846
%6%=
954.10

91830

4984

4.52+700%
-6%=33.99

309392

326675

17283

2717602

2886921

149319

8
Total Rs.

in 9102.43

9102.43

of 9102.43

9102.43

The responsibility for making the payment without attending the observation of the E.O and
pass orders of the E.O may be fixed and payment made regularised with the sanction of competent
authority. Excess payment of Rs. 149319 as stated above made to the contractor may also be
recovered.

P

Para:-18(b) Shrinkage from Earthwork not deducted - Rs.516574/As per Clause 7 of Agreement the contractor/Society shall be fully responsible for quality and
quantity of work. 10 percent shrinkage from Earth filling bills was to be deducted while making
payment to the contractors.
During the Checking of record of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that while making payments of Earth work/ Earth filling to the contractors 10% shrinkage was not
deducted. Due to non- deducting of 10% Shrinkage excess payment of Rs.516574/- had been made to
the Contractors as detailed below. Reasons for making the Excess payment of Rs.5.17 Lakh may be
justified and amount of excess payment recovered from the contractors.
Rs.
Vr. Date

Name of

No
.

Contractor

Name
Work

of Quantity Rate

9
19.7.12 Mandi
&2
Gobindgar
18.10.12
4
h Co-op
society

Earth filling 3664.62
Devp.
of cum
Parking area
in Shopping
complex in
Bara
EC
9.98
MB190/9192,P193/23-24

23.50+

5

Mandi
Gobindgar
h Co-op
society

Earth filling 2576.90
in Toba in
Bara under
IDSMT
Scheme EC
Rs.
5.00
lakh
MB
119/96-97

Mandi
Gobindgar
h Co-op
society

Dev of R/G
Shopping
Complex
Bara E.C.
9.90 Lakh.

Adrash
CoopL&C

Dev of Park 1707.53
in IDSMT cum
shopping
Complex

73

25.1.13

12.11.12

10%
Amoun
t

Total
Amoun
t paid

10% of
shrinkag
e Excess
paid

366.46
cum

35555

23.50+

257.69

375454

37545

52%

cum

28.50+
605

170.7

343085

34298

650 % 11

cum

6 57486

MB193/2930 E.C 9.90
Lakh
1

14

12.4.13

18.2.13

Vivek
Soni

Earth filling 3284.08
in Back side
cum
Gurudwara
Sahib
in
Bara
IDSMT
Scheme
MB196/1112 EC 9.98
Lakh

213+13
%

Vivek
Soni

Name
of 2515.73
work
not
cum
given
MB196/P-78
Rs.9.95
lakh

213.75
+13%

Earth filling 3053.60
in IDSMT
cum
Scheme

926293

79045

251.5
cum

607643

60747

23.50

305.3
cum

70335

7033

910.24
cum

199780
1

199780

195.62

4064.0
6

40640

Total

516574

29.9.14

Hemant
Kumar
Syal

4

28.5.14

Sukhdeep Dev.
of 9102.43
Singh
Parking area
Contractor 50 roads in cum
Pocket
A
from
Gurudwara
to old Truck
Union
Sirhind

29.50+

Mahavir
Builders

213.75

18.4.12

Refilling of 1956.23
Nallah after
laying NP3
pipe
and
developmen
t
Rs.9.95
lakh

cum

=240.6
9

1

68

328.41

650%-6

Total
Rs.765
695

Para:-18(c) Payment of items of work not provided in the estimate- Rs. 2.54 lakh
The work providing and fixing tiles from Tirath Karyana Shop to Devinder Singh Pappu ward
No. 17 Sirhind was awarded to The Badwali Co-Op. L&C Society Ltd. Kharar vide work order
No.829 dated 4.2.2014. The work was to be completed in 3 months. Date of Start of the work was
26.2.2014 and date of completion was 2.6.14
During the checking of records of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that final payment of the 5th and final bill was made vide voucher No.44 dated 7.10.2014 amounting
to Rs.2658987/-. Further, scrutiny of Final bill of the work revealed that the contractor has been paid
Rs. 254503/- for the items of work which were not provided in the estimate of this work. In the
estimate it was clearly mentioned that the prevailing road gallis may not be dismantled but while
providing and fixing tiles in ward 17 old cc road/gallis were dismantled and extra payment of Rs.
254503/-on the following items of work was made:Sr.
No.

Particulars

Amount Rs.

1.

Dismantling of old cc

79578

2.

Dismantling of lean concrete

16006

3.

Removal of malba

39076

4.

Loading and unloading of malba

5.

Extra carriage of material beyond 5KM

112549

Total

254503

7294

Therefore, the contractor has been paid excess payment of Rs. 254503/-. Further, the
entries of this work have been made in the MB No.199 but the record entries have not been scored out
although the payment has been made. Reasons for the extra payment of Rs. 254503/- may be intimated
to audit.
Para: 18(d) Payment of items of work not provided in the estimate -Rs. 0.70 lakh
The work Providing and fixing of Interlocking tiles near Khant Niwas and adjoining street in
ward No. 15 was awarded to The Khanna coop. L&C society vide work order No. 1048 dated
30.09.2015. The work was to be completed in three months. Date of start of work and its completion
was not given in the Measurement Book.
While checking the contractor bill the payment of which was made vide voucher No. 69 dated
12.01.2017 along with estimate of the work it was noticed that the contractor had been paid for the
following items of work which were not provided in the estimate:Sr.No.

Running Bill

Items

Amount

1

(a)1st Running Bill

Dismantling of old Rs. 37512/CC

2

-do-

Loading Unloading

Rs. 810/-

3

-do-

Carriage of Malba

Rs. 4953/-

Total

Rs. 43275/-

1

(b)2nd and Final Bill

Dismantling of old Rs. 22814/CC

2

-do-

Loading Unloading

Rs.493/-

3

-do-

Carriage

Rs. 3012/-

Total

Rs. 26319/-

Total (a) and (b)

Rs. 69594/-

Therefore, the contractor had been paid Rs. 69594/- on account of items of work which were
not provided in the estimate and as such were not admissible to him.The entries of work executed as
entered in the MB No. 202(Page 80 & 81) were not scored out although the payment had been stated
to have been made.
It was further noticed that as per noting in the case file the residents of the area at the start of
the work represented that the level of the houses of the some of the residents were already low and the
interlocking tiles should be fixed after dismantling of the CC flooring already laid after filling it with
Rori and the proposal was approved.
In this connection following observations are made:1. The recovery of Rs.69594/- the payment of which had been made for items not provided in the
estimate may be made.
2. In view of the representation of the residents of the area at the time of the start of the work that the
level of some of their hoses was already low than the level of the street, it could easily be concluded
that the estimate of the work was not prepared as per requirement of the site of the work and was
framed while sitting in office without visiting the area of work.
3. When the residents of the area represented, all the modifications in the work proposed to be done,
the estimate should have been revised as per needs of the work and got approved from the competent
authority, which was not done.
4. As per terms of the Tender/Work order the work was to be completed within 3 months of the start
of the work. The date of start of the work and its completion was not knowingly recorded in the
measurement Book so that the time limit of completion of work could be watched.
5. The payment entries of 2nd and final bill of the contractor were not scored out to safeguard against
double payment to contractor. The omission may be explained and needful done now.
Para:- 19 (A) Non deposit of Cancer Cess and Cultural Cess out of regularisation charges of
Plots/Buildings- Rs.8.84 lakh.
Government of Punjab, department of Local Govt. vide notification No.12/2/13-5HG2/2245
dated 26.6.2013, 3052 dated 21.8.13, 332385 dated 28.10.2014 and 891764/1 dated 15.12.2016
notified respectively for compounding of unauthorised colonies and for regularisation of
Plots/buildings falling under unauthorised colonies. The regularisation charges shall be payable by the
plot holders/buildings owners as fixed under this policy for regularisation of the plots/buildings. Out

of total proceeds of regularisation charges 1% Cancer Cess and 1% culture Cess will be deposited in
Govt. account.
During checking of records of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed that
applications of unauthorised plots/building were received for regularisation and amount of
Rs.44201700/- was received but cancer cess @ 1% i.e. Rs. 442017 and culture cess @ 1% of total
regularisation charges i.e Rs.442017/- was not deposited as Cancer Cess and Culture Cess (Rs.8.84
lakh). It was in contravention of above mentioned notification. It may please be looked into and
Cancer Cess and Culture Cess of Rs.8.84 lakh may please be deposited with the Govt. at the earliest.
Para :-19(B) Non deposit of Cancer and Drug Addiction Cess on Property Tax- Rs. 5.42
lakh.
As per Government of Punjab, department of Housing and Urban Development Notification
No. 12/2/13-5HG2/3052 dated 21.8.2013 clause 2(iii) and No.12-2-2U135HG2/332385/1 dated
28.10.2017 clause A2V and clause B, provision of Cancer cess at the rate of one percent and also one
percent Drug Addiction Cess of the total proceeds of Property Tax collected shall be deposited in to
Government account.
During the checking of records of MC Sirhind Fatehgarh Sahib it was revealed that an amount
of Rs.2,71,40,625/- was received as property tax during the years 2013-14 to 2016-17 (Total
Rs.271.41 Lakh) but the Cancer cess amounting to Rs.2.71 Lakh and Drug addiction treatment cess of
Rs.2.71 lakh was not deposited into the Govt. account. The omission may be explained and needful
done now.
Para:-20(a) Short recovery of interest-Rs. 2.90 Lakh.
The Municipal Council, Sirhind allotted 18 Plots of shop-cum-office through open auction on
9.2.2011 under the Integrated Development Small and Medium Town Scheme. As per terms and
conditions of the payment of the scheme 10% of the cost of plot was to be deposited at the time of
auction and 15% of the total cost of plot was to be deposited within 3 days of the allotment of the plot
and balance 75% of the cost was to be deposited within three months in lump sum and no interest was
to be charged failing which this amount was to be deposited within one year of the allotment along
with 18% annual interest.
While checking accounts records of the Municipality it was noticed that in the following cases
where the beneficiaries paid cost of plots after 3 months the interest was calculated on the payments
made by these beneficiaries ignoring period of first three months i.e.9.2.2011 to 8.5.2011 where as this
benefit was allowable only in cases when the beneficiaries deposited the whole cost of plot within 3
months. As these beneficiaries did not deposit the cost of plots within three months of the auction, this
benefit was not admissible to them where as they have not been charged interest for the first three
months as a result of which the Municipal Council had sustained loss of Rs. 2,89,879/- as noted
against each case:Sr. Name of Beneficiary
No.

Total Cost Amount of interest short
of Plot Rs.
recovery Rs.

1.

Harish Kumar s/o Shiv Kumar SCO 19,51,000
No.25

64425

2.

Hukam Chand s/o Sh. Om Parkash 19,55,000

Total interest works out to be
Rs.114805/- out of this only

SCO 29

Rs.5500 recovered Balance
Rs. 109305 to be recovered

3.

Kiran Bala w/o Ashok Narula SCO.24

1981000

52864

4.

Ashutosh S/o Subash Chand SCO 1925000
No.33

63285

Total

289879

Immediate action may be taken to recover this amount.
20 (b) Blocked Revenue-Rs. 28 Lakh.
In the following cases the beneficiaries had paid the entire principal amount of plots and no
interest in these cases where payments were made after 3 months had been recovered from them. This
resulted into blockade of income of the Municipality to the tune of Rs.2799964/-. Immediate action
may be taken to recover the amount of interest:Rs.
Sr.
No.

Name of beneficiary
S/Shri

Total Cost of Amount
of
Plot
interest due

1.

Pawan Kumar S/o Sh. Kura Ram SCO.32

1905000

257155

2.

Bhupinder Singh S/o Vinod Singh SCO No.27

2000000

247442

3.

Nand Lal S/o Santosh Kumar

1950000

262938

4.

Suresh Kumar S/o Dharam Pal SCO.26

1991000

228813

5.

Mahesh Kumar s/o Subhash Chand

1965000

215067

6.

Sukhdeep Singh S/o Gajjan Singh SCO 36

2500000

337870

7.

Mandeep Singla S/o Mohan lal SCO.35

1831000

246469

8.

Navdeep Singh Bhardwaj S/o Nirmal Singh

2105000

276075

9.

Bhupinder Singh S/o Vinod Singh

1970000

245167

10

Amritpal Singh S/o Vinod Singh

1850000

237801

Total

2799964

Para:-21 Payment of E.P.F-Rs.44,02,710/Assistant Provident Commissioner Employees Provident Fund Organization, Chandigarh
raised demand of Rs.4402710 on account of non-deduction of E.P.F by the contractors and M.C.
Sirhind for the period from 8.1.2011 to 31.12.2011. This demand of Rs.4402710/- was calculated on
the basis of report submitted by Sh. Kulwant Singh Enforcement officer @ 30% of labour Cost of the
total estimates. The M.C. did not pay this amount to the EPF commissioner and he took this amount

direct from the Bank through attachment. Out of this, Rs.2201355 was stated to have been refunded /
credit to the bank account of the M.C Sirhind direct by the E.P.F organisation.
In this connection following observations are made:1.
The amount of Rs. 2201355/- was refunded to the Municipal Council direct by the EPF
Commissioner without assigning any reason. These may be enquired and intimated.
2.
The demand of Rs.4402710/- was calculated on ad-hoc basis i.e. 30% of estimated cost of
works. The correctness of this demand should have been verified or checked with reference to the
actual cost of labour and E.P.F. paid directly by the contractors to the EPF organisation which has not
been done. The needful may be done now after ascertaining EPF paid by the Contractors directly and
worked out on the basis of actual payment to labourers.
3.

Action taken to defend the demand and latest position of the case may also be intimated.

Para :-22 (A) Non-maintenance of Power factor/ Non installation of Shunt Capacitors Payment
of Power factor Surcharge- Rs.2,27,075/As per terms and conditions of Punjab State Power Corporation Ltd. shunt capacitors are
required to be installed on the tube well connections and to be maintained properly otherwise power
factor surcharge was to be levied in the electricity bills.
During the audit of MC Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib for the year 2012-17 it was noticed that
power factor surcharges had been paid in the electricity bill payments due to non-maintenance of shunt
capacitors/ non installation of shunt capacitors which amounted to Rs.2.27 lakh as detailed below :(1) K51MS510010G
Year 2012-13

Year 2013-14 & 2014-15

Month

Month

Amount Rs.

04/13

14108.00

06/13

1137.00

08/13

1170.00

09/13

1000.00

10/13

1210.00

12/13

2131.00

02/14

1844.00

03/14

2169.00

05/14

2743.00

06/14

2515.00

07/14

2529.00

08/14

1658.00

02/13

Amount

12814.00

Total
(2)

12814.00

Total

34214.00

K51 MS510133U Meter No.10547134
Year: 2013-14

(3)

Month

Amount
Rs.

04/13

2862.00

07/13

2702.00

08/13

3191.00

10/13

3064.00

11/13

3029.00

12/13

2861.00

02/14

3535.00

03/14

3459.00

Total

27898.00

26.67 A/c No.K51 MS 510130D

Power factor Surcharge Meter No.232451

Year: 2013-14

(4)

Month

Amount Rs.

04/13

2309.00

07/13

2116.00

10/13

414.00

12/13

238.00

08/14

142.00

Total

5219.00

A/c No.K51 MS 510132 G Meter No.04231217
Year 2013-14 & 2014-15
Month

Amount Rs.

07/13

2476.00

08/13

2899.00

09/13

4634.00

86.13

(5)

10/13

3357.00

11/13

2748.00

12/13

2931.00

02/14

2579.00

03/14

4793.00

05/14

21028.00

06/14

3267.00

07/14

4141.00

08/14

3776.00

Total

58629.00

A/c No.K51 MS 510066 R Meter No.4229092
Year 2013-14

Year 2014-15

Month

Amount Rs.

Month

Amount
Rs.

04/13

1417.00

05/14

9898.00

07/13

2224.00

06/14

9341.00

08/13

4713.00

07/14

8549.00

09/13

4199

08/14

6981.00

10/13

6946.00

09/14

6046.00

12/13

8041.00

Total

40815.00

02/14

9694.00

03/14

10252.00

Total

474486

Rs.88301.00

G.Total Rs.2,27,075/-.
Non-maintenance of shunt capacitors as a result of which the municipal council had to pay
surcharge of Rs. 2.27 lakh may be explained and responsibility for this may be fixed and action taken
under rules.
Para :- 22 (b) Excess payment of electricity bill-Rs.1,41,174 /During the checking of records of M.C Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib for the year 2015-16 it was
noticed that payment of electricity bill of street light for the month of March,2016 amounting to
Rs.7,44,880/- was made vide voucher no.104 Dated:21.3.2016. Further, scrutiny of record revealed
that net amount of the bill No.K51SL51001X was Rs.6,03,706/- whereas while mentioning the total

amount of the bill payable was mentioned as Rs.7,44,880/- instead of Rs.6,03,706/-. In this way excess
payment of Rs.1,41,174/- has been made. This may be looked into and excess payment made to the
Punjab Power Corporation Ltd. got adjusted in the next payments to be made.
Para :-22 (c) Payment of Electricity Bill of un-operational Tube well-Rs.0.86 Lakh
During the scrutiny of cash book it was noticed that payment of electricity bill of tube well
village at Talania account No.K-53MS 530031W amounting to Rs.85880 had been made to the Punjab
State Power Corporation Ltd. vide Voucher No.76 Dated:31.01.2016(cheque No.010335) where as the
tube-well at the site was still un-operational. The period of payment of the bill could not be known as
no bill was attached with the payment voucher Therefore, this expenditure of Rs.85880/- could not be
admitted. The circumstances under which this payment had been made may be justified and the
amount paid got refunded or adjusted in the future payments.
Para: 22(d) Payment of sundry charges without verifying the bills- Rs. 96066/During the security of records of M.C Sirhind for the year 2015-16 it was noticed that while
making payment of electricity bills vide Vr. No. dt 3.8.15 and 13 dated 5.8.15 sundry charges of Rs.
96066/- has been paid as detailed below:Sr
No.

Vr.No./Date

1

Vr. No. 1 / MS 51 0132 L tubewell No. 5
3.8.15

6081

49380

2

-do-

MS 51 0133 N tubewell

6000

78460

3

-do-

MS 51 0076 X tubewell

7968

77430

4

-do-

MS 51 0066 N Disposal

4312

61000

5

-do-

MS 51 0110 F tubewell

4426

62700

6

-do-

MS 51 0009 M L tubewell

126

5040

7

-do-

MS 51 0130 A tubewell No.4

1126

17790

8

Vr. No. 13/ SL 51 001 x Street Light
5.8.15

24874

424698

9

Vr. No. 37/ SL 51 001 x Street Light
5.3.15

41153

626690

96066

1403188

Total

Connection/Account No.

Amount
of Total payment of
sundry charges bill Rs.
Rs.

These sundry charges levied by the Punjab state power corporation limited were required to be
verified but the MC office did not verified these and made payment. Reasons for making the
unjustified payment of sundry charges of Rs 96066/- may be intimated to audit.
Para :-23 Doubtful payment of labour charges- Rs. 17.44 lakh.
While checking payment of contractor bills it has been noticed that in the large number of
cases the labour charges for supply of labour had been paid to various contractors for various periods.

But the attendance of the labourers supplied was not found attached with their supply bills. In some of
cases even period of claim was not mentioned. In the absence of the attendance of the work force
deployed by the contractors and the period of claim the correctness of the claims could not be
ascertained. As such, these payments which amounted to Rs. 1743505/- are doubtful and the omission
may be explained and supplied with. A few such cases by way of illustration are detailed below:Sr.
No.

Vr.
No.

Date

Name of Contractor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11

90
91
92
54
55
68
69
78
33
34
7

30.8.12
30.8.12
30.8.12
14.8.12
14.8.12
21.8.12
21.8.12
24.8.12
7.5.12
7.5.12
7.8.12

Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Munish Kumar
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Munish Kumar
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Rajesh Bansal Cont.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

30
31
78
81
81
75
76
40
45
58
59
67
68
69
63
64
79
80
81
82

13.7.12
13.7.12
26.6.12
26.6.12
26.6.12
23.5.12
23.5.12
7.5.12
11.5.12
18.5.12
18.5.12
22.5.12
22.5.12
22.5.12
4/12
17.4.12
25.4.12
25.4.12
25.4.12
25.4.12

Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Rajesh Bansal Cont.
Munish Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Kapil Salwan
Munish Kumar
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.

32
33
34
35
36

83
84
85
86
32

25.4.12
25.4.12
25.4.12
25.4.12
7/12

Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Munish Kumar Cont.
Rajesh Bansal Cont.
Kapil Salwan
Munish Kumar Cont.

Amount
Remarks if any
of Claim
Rs.
29371
35208
41039
55748
3925
55748
46457
33771
33771
33771
74406
Period of Claim also not
mentioned
30398
30398
3948
78744
88352
31892
41934
8780
9843
85437
102524
102524
4282
4314
33771
33771
85426
102510
102510
31813
Period of claim not
mentioned
7560
"
4314
"
41934
4282
7790

37
38
39
40
41

34
58
59
60
42

7/12
24.7.12
30.7.12
30.7.12
16.7.12

Munish Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.
Ramesh Kumar Cont.

3780
90958
90958
7599
27944

Total

1743505

No.
of
labourers
supplied not given and
period of claim also not
given.

The entire bills for the supply of labourers etc. of all the contractors for the period from April,
2012 to March, 2017 may be checked and it may be ensured that the payments of labour charges had
been made according to their attendance.
Para:-24 Pending recovery of rent of municipal properties- Rs.2.16 lakh.
Chapter VII.I (2) of Municipal Account Code states that the Tax Superintendents in addition to
any other duties imposed upon them by these rules shall be responsible for the assessment and
collection in accordance with these rules of all taxes other than Octroi and of such other fee and dues
as the Municipal committee may direct.
During the scrutiny of records of Municipal Council, Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib for the period
1.4.2012 to 31.03.2017 it was noticed that rent of 60 Municipal Properties in the jurisdiction of M.C.
Sirhind was being collected by the Tehbazari branch. During 2015-16 and 2016-17 Rs.6.79 lakh and
Rs.5.99 lakh respectively has been received leaving balance amount of Rs, 2.16 lakh as on 31.03.2017
as detailed below. Reasons for non-recovery of Rs. 2.16 lakh of rent of shops/sites may be explained
and recovery of this amount effected without delay.
Sr. No.
Name
Rent pending Rs.
1.
Mahender Singh Udey Singh
6564.00
2.
Parmod Kumar
5629.00
3.
Om Parkesh Pyare Lal
1742.00
4.
Suraj Bhan
4554.00
5.
Raj Kumar Tara Chand
11665.00
6.
Shri Ram Tara Chand
8146.00
7.
Sushil Kumar S/o Harbans Lal
540.00
8.
Bahadur Singh S/o Pritam Singh
828.00
9.
Surjit S/o Harchand Singh
32476.00
10
Harnam Singh C/o Amar Fruit Company
10609.00
11
Sohan Singh S/o Labh Singh
15068.00
12
Manjit Singh S/o Kushi Ram
1200.00
13
Krishan S/o Durga Dass
6756.00
14
Manoj Kumar S/o Tersem Lal
20372.00
15
Opinder S/o Kuldeep Raj
50320.00
16
Sh. Madan Lal S/o Jodh Ram
23958.00
17
Tarsem Lal S/o Hari Chand
5488.00
18
Amar Fruit Company
9600.00
Total
215515.00

Para :-25 Defective levy of License fee.
The Govt. of Punjab, Department of Local Government vide notification No.33 dated
18.08.2000 and Deputy Director Local Govt, Ludhiana, in pursuance of the powers conferred by sub
section 3 of Punjab Municipal Act- 1911 approved the License fee of Rs. 25 to 5000 Category wise/
trade wise in connection with the offensive and dangerous trade, which was to be recovered every year
for the revenue of Municipality.
Test check of records of MC, Sirhind for the year 2012-17 has revealed that no survey was
conducted to know the exact number and type of trade being run in the Municipality area and no
register was maintained in the MC Office. During the year 2015-16 and 2016-17 only License fee of
Rs.138200/- and 248600/- have been received. No efforts were made to cover all the establishments in
the Municipal area as even the easily identifiable units such as hospitals, Chemist shops and Clinical
Laboratories etc. were not covered to levy the licence fee. As a result of this it could not be known as
to how many units and for what period they had paid the Licence fee.
In the absence of any proper survey and maintenance of register of units the bases on which
licence fees was projected/calculated seems to be unrealistic. The reasons for the non-maintenance of
shop register and non-conducting of survey in the Municipal area may be explained and needful done
now so that the licence fee from all the relevant units is recovered and the loss to the Municipal
council avoided.
Para:-26 Payment of contractor bills without submission by the Contractor-Rs. 20.80 lakh
While checking payments of the contactor’s bills it was noticed that these bills were not
submitted by the contractors for their claim of work done by them as none of the bills bears the
signatures of the concerned contractor. It appears that these had been prepared by the J.E. and paid
without claiming its payments by the concerned contractor. In the absence of the signatures of the
concerned contractor, these payments made to the contractors are doubtful. A few cases are detailed
below amounting to Rs. 2080452/- by way of illustration. The omission may be explained and all the
contractor bills, the payment of which had been made during the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 reviewed
and needful got done now and it may be ensured that there was no any misappropriation on this
account.
Sr.No Vr. No./Date
Name of contractor S/Sh. Amount
in Remarks
Rs.
1
83/25.4.12
Ramesh kumar
7560
2
84/25.4.12
Manish Kumar
4314
3
85/25.4.12
Rajesh Bansal
41934
4
66/18.4.12
Omesh Kumar
452000
5
67/18.4.12
Tarsem Kumar
391230
Bill also not passed by
the E.O
6
68/18.4.12
Mahavir Builders
479359
7
73/23.4.12
sarswati Electric and General 45561
Store
8
75/23.4.12
Guru Nanak Electrical Store
141000
9
74/23.4.12
-192762
10
60/18.6.12
Ramesh Kumar
106022
11
64/9.12
Guru Nanak Electrical Store
100000
12
26/12.11.12
Ramesh Kumar
28302
13
73/23.8.12
Ramesh Kumar
27944
14
59/27.2.2013
Ramesh Kumar
34144

15

78/13.10.12

Ramesh Kumar

28320

Total

2080452

period of claim also not
mentioned in the claim

Para :-27(a) Unjustified payment of equipment charges-Rs. 0.96 Lac
Shri Ramesh Kumar contractor was awarded contract for the supply of sewer men at DC rates
plus his profit for the period from 2012-13 to 2013-14 on the basis of tenders.
While checking of estimates and his payment bills for the supply of sewer men it has been
noticed that in addition to wages of the sewer men as supplied by the contractor he had been paid Rs.
8000/- per month (monthly supply bill splitted in two bills for each month) as equipment charges. The
equipment for which he had been paid charges was like Kassi, Panja, Rassi, Bucket, Rod set and
Engine with oil. As would be seen from the nature of these items kassi, Rassi Panja and Rod set was
of permanent nature and are long lasting and were not consumable in a month for which the contractor
had been paid Rs.96000/- from 2012 to March,2014. It may be added that as per stock register all
these items already existed in the stock and had been issued to the sewer men. It appears that these
charges were approved and paid without applying mind as some of these are of very long lasting. It
appears that there is something fishy and these charges had been approved and paid only to give undue
benefit to the contractor. This may be investigated and responsibility for approving these rate without
negotiating with the contractor by keeping in mind the permanent nature of equipment, may be fixed
and excess payment paid in this regard to the contractor worked out after deducting cost of this
equipment and recovered from the contractor failing which from the official responsible for this.
Para:- 27 (b) Payment of EPF and ESI without obtaining proof of payment-Rs. 5.84 lakh
While checking accounts of M.C Sirhind it was noticed that an amount of Rs. 583888/- on
account of EPF(Rs.511618/-) and ESI (Rs. 72270/-) as detailed in Annexure D was paid to the various
contractors without obtaining proof of payment having been made to the EPF Commissioner and ESI
Authorities. In the absence of proof of payments it could not be ensured as to whether these
contractors had made the payments to the concerned authorities or otherwise. This may be justified to
audit. Therefore, the proof of payments may be obtained for all such payments made to the contractors
failing which its recovery may be made from them.
Para:- 28(a) Loss due to abandonment of contract for bus stand- Rs.1.12 lakh.
Contract for collection of Parchee fee of Ropar Bus stand Sirhind for the period from
8.4.2013 to 7.4.2014 was awarded to Sh. Sukhjit Singh s/o Shri Nachhatter Singh through open
auction on 5.4.2013 for Rs. 305000/-.
As per terms of auction the person participating in the auction was to deposit Rs.10000/as security. The contractor was to deposit 50% of the contracted amount in cash or in the shape of
bank guarantee by 20.4.2013 thereafter this amount was to be deposited with 18% interest up to 15
days failing which his contract was to be cancelled. The contractor left the contract on 7.5.2013 i.e.
after 13 days without informing the committee. The parchee fee receipt of 6.5.2013 and 7.5.2013 was
also not deposited.
When the contractor failed to deposit 50% of the contracted amount the MC should have
cancelled the contract on the expiry of 15 days allowable to him as per terms and conditions of the
contract whereas the contractor continued to collect parchee fee thereafter up to 7.5.2013. With effect
from 8.7.2013 the parchee fee was collected by the MC itself by deploying its employee. In this way
the committee had suffered a loss of Rs.112385/- (152000-10000+30115 deposited by the contractor)
which he was to deposit within 1 to 5 days along with 18% interest and parchee fee collected by the
contractor on 6.5.13 and 7.5.2013.

It is also added that the MC employee who was deputed to collect parchee fee reported on
22.7.2013 i.e. after 14 days of their deployment that the bus conductors of private transport company
buses had refused to pay the parchee fee on the ground of deficient facilities for passengers like
drinking water, toilets, benches for sitting of the passengers, shed for protection of the passengers in
rainy season, arrangements for sitting of Bus Stand In- charge and repair of the bad condition of the
road at bus stand.
No action to force the private bus operators to pay parchee fee was taken to avoid
considerable financial loss to the MC. The assessment of loss per day was also not made. The total
loss sustained by the MC on account of refusal of the private bus operators to pay parchee fee may be
assessed on the basis of average collection of the previous period and loss got written off with the
sanction of the competent authority.
Para:- 28(b) Non-levy of penalty-Rs. 0.64 lakh
Contract for collection of parchee fee from the buses coming to the Ropar Bus stand Sirhind
for the period from 1.1.2016 to 31.12.2016 was awarded to Sh. Gautam Sharma S/O Shri Ram Lok for
Rs.7.01 lakh. The contractor deposited Rs. 40000/- as security at the time of auction and 25 % of the
contract amount was to be deposited within 7 days of the auction in cash or in the shape of bank
guarantee.
As per term No. 6 of the auction/contract he was to deposit the parchee fee collection daily by
10 AM failing which penalty of Rs.200/- late day was leviable. While checking records of auction and
deposit of parchee fee collected by the contractor it was noticed that the contractor did not comply
with this condition and he did not deposited daily the parchee fee collected by him and penalty for late
deposit @ Rs.200/- per late day was not levied and recovered from him as a result of which MC
suffered a loss of Rs.64000/- as noted below:Amount deposited Date of deposit
Rs.

Late days

No. of days

60000/-

15.2.12016

2.1.16 to 14.2.16

44

50000/-

22.3.2016

15.2.16 to 21.3.16

36

50000/-

29.4.2016

23.3.16 to 28.4.16

38

110000/-

6.6.2016

29.4.16 to 5.6.16

38

100000/-

19.7.2016

6.6.16 to 18.7.16

43

55000/-

13.10.2016

19.7.16 to 12.10.16

86

83500/-

1.11.2016

13.10.16 to 16.11.16

35

Total Rs.508500/-

320

Amount of penalty=320x200=Rs.64000/(c)
As per noting in the case file an amount of Rs.811334/- was recoverable from the
contractor. Out of this, amount of Rs.788500/- had been deposited by the contractors and Rs.22334/are still outstanding against him. Some effective steps may be taken to recover this amount.

Para:-29 Unutilized 14th Finance Commission grant- Rs. 1.09 crore.
The Director, Local Govt. Punjab, Chandigarh released Rs.1,11,80,572 on 6.02.2018 under the
scheme of 14th Finance Commission General Basic grant to Municipal Council Sirhind-Fatehgarh
Sahib for maintenance of Civic Services for the year 2016-17. As per guidelines for release and
utilization of grant recommended by the 14th Finance Commission for Rural and Urban Local bodies
issued by the Ministry of Finance, Department of expenditure, Govt. of India, the expenditure was to
be incurred from the above grant for providing civic amenities.
During the scrutiny of records of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-17 it was noticed that out of
grant of Rs. 1.12 Crore only Rs. 327771/- were utilized for meeting the expenses of different official
purposes and almost Rs.1.09 crore grant remained unutilized.
Reasons for non-utilization of Rs.1.09 Crore 14th Finance commission grant may be intimated
and steps may be taken to utilize the grant as per guidelines of the Finance Commission.
Para:-30 Non-payment of interest on loan- Rs. 1.56 crore
In pursuance of Resolution No. 668 dated14.06.1996 as passed by the M C Sirhind, the M C Sirhind
took loan of Rs. 10 lakh in August, 1996 from the Municipal Council Mandi Gobindgarh. The rate of interest
chargeable on the loan was 12.25 percent per annum plus 3 percent penal interest. The detailed terms and
conditions of the repayment of loan and agreement executed in this regard were not available in the office.
As per resolution No. 119 dated 23.08.2016, Rs. 50000/- were paid earlier and the payment of balance
amount of Rs. 950000/- was also approved. The M C Mandi Gobindgarh asked the M C Sirhind to return
total amount which worked out to Rs. 1,55,98,159/-including interest. The M C returned only principal
amount. The amount of interest which was Rs.1.46 crore at the end of June, 2016 was not paid.
It is also added that the M C also resolved vide above resolution to approach the M C Mandi
Gobindgarh to write off the amount of interest. No such case has so far been moved by the M C Sirhind.
While ratifying the above resolution the Deputy Director Local Bodies, Ludhiana remarked that the payment
of interest be made to the M C Mandi Gobindgarh. Even then the M C had not paid any interest to the M C
Mandi Gobindgarh so far. In this way liability of the council is increasing day by day. Therefore, the matter
may be resolved in consultation with the M C Mandi Gobindgarh at the earliest so that the liability is not
increased any more.
Para:-31 Non-Maintenance of record relating to realization of Mobile Tower charges.
Chapter VII.1(2) of Municipal Account code 1930 states that the tax Superintendent in
addition to any other duties imposed upon him by these rules, shall be responsible for the assessment
and collection in accordance with these rules of all taxes other than Octroi and of such other fees and
dues as the corporation or committee may direct.
Test check of records/files relating to Mobile Towers revealed that there were 27 Mobile
Towers as on 31.3.2017 under the Jurisdiction of MC Sirhind. Rs.5000/7500 was to be realized as
annual charges from each Mobile Tower. Test check of records relating to Mobile Towers revealed
that annual charges being realized through receipts issued in from G-8 were not accounted for against
the account of particular Mobile Tower, as the accounts demand and collection showing recovery and
balance amount at the end of each financial year was not being maintained in the building branch. In
the absence of proper accounting of receipts against each tower, the status of outstanding dues could
not be ascertained. The omission may be explained and needful done now.
Para:-32 Non- implementation of Street Vender Act.
In compliance of street vending Act,2014 of Govt. of India, the Govt. of Punjab adopted and
notified the street Vendors (Protection of Livelihood and Regulation of Street Vendors) Act vide

notification No.5/11/2015-5RG4/41309/1 dated 12.2.2015 and the Govt. of Punjab Department of
Local Bodies notified Rules on March1,2016. The Govt. of Punjab, Department of Local Govt. fixed
Rs. 500 per month as vending rate for M.C Class II with annual increase of 5 per cent vide its
notification No.5/11/2015-5Lg4/702470/1 dated 3rd March, 2015.
However, as per resolution no.29 dated 31.08.2015 as passed by the M.C. the following vender
rates was fixed.
1.
Moving Rehries =Rs. 700 per month.
2.
Fixed Rehries =Rs. 1200 per month.
These rates were effective from 1.9.2015.
It may also be added that prior to this scheme the M.C. had already passed a resolution no 595
dated 27.11.92 to levy Tehbazari @ Rs.300 per Rehri per month within the Municipal limits and it was
also resolved to give the collection work of this tehbazari on contract basis.
Under the Act, Street vending committees were to be formed, which were formed and its
meetings were also held regularly. As per Rule 12 of the above notification every Town Vending
committee shall furnish (i) the details of meetings held along with proceedings of each meeting and
(ii) the details of the functions performed during the financial year and review within one month of
closing of the financial year. No such returns were submitted nor called for by the M.C.
Further, as per Rule 18 of the above notification constitution of the social audit committee was
to be formed and social audit of committee was to be carried out once in a year.
Zoning of the street vendors under the above scheme was done and the following zones were
formed:1.
Sirhind Road.
2.
Under the over bridge.
3.
Old Grain Market.
A scrutiny of the records of this scheme revealed the following omission/irregularities:1.
The resolution No. 595 dated 27.11.92 vide which Rs.300/- per month per rehri was levied
without differentiating fixed and moving rehries was not implemented as no any action to survey the
city to know the exact no. of rehries, was taken as a result of which this scheme could not be
implemented and the M.C had to suffer loss which could not be calculated for want of exact No. of
Rehries.
2.
Up to 31.03.2017 no any action in this record to conduct survey and identify the fixed and
moving rehries was taken as a result of which the resolution No.29 dated 31.08.2015 of the M.C.
could not be implemented.
3.
Working of the street vending committees were not monitored and no returns to know the
details of meetings held by such committees and submission of return indicating the functions
performed during the financial year was called for.
The responsibility of this negligence may be fixed on the official at fault and action taken as
per rules and needful as per scheme done now.
Para:- 33 Unjustified Lease of Land to Anand Poultry farm.
Sh. Gurbachan Singh s/o Sh. Tehal Singh had taken on lease three Bighas of land in village
Bara from the M.C. on 16.12.1969 in an open auction @ Rs.325 per year with 15% increase after
every three years for 99 years. After taking permission from the M.C Sh. Gurbachan Singh
constructed poultry farm on this land. No any lease deed in this regard was executed as stated by the
Executive Officer, Municipal Council, Sirhind in his letter No.100/MC/Spl dated 1.9.1978 to the
Secretary Local Government, no any case file or record prior to 2008 was available.
The lease holder Sh. Gurbachan Singh died on 16.6.2003 and there after his son Palwinder Pal
Singh also died on 16.4.2004. After the death of Sh. Palwinder Pal Singh his son Surinder Singh
claimed to be heir of this poultry farm due to his share of property as a result of division of property of

the family and he requested the MC to transfer this leased property in his name. On 4.7.2008 this land
was agreed to be transferred in the name of Sh. Sh. Surinder Singh i.e. son of Sh. Palwinder Singh on
annual lease of Rs.1125/- per annum through an agreement executed between the Executive Officer,
Municipal Council, Sirhind and Sh. Surinder Singh. As per terms and conditions of this agreement the
period of this lease was one year and further lease was to be awarded after inviting applications from
the public and the selections was to be made by a committee consisting of M.C. Regional Deputy
Director, Local Govt. and representative of Deputy Commissioner. Further, it was noticed that no
application for lease after the expiry of term of one year was invited and Sh. Surinder Singh was still
holding the lease of the said land in contravention of the terms and conditions of the agreement. This
may be looked into and responsibility for not taking the appropriate action as per agreement fixed,
action taken against him under rules. Further, lease of this land may be given after adopting the
appropriate procedure as laid down in the agreement dated 4.7.2008.
It may also be added that the M.C. had power to give its land on lease up to 5 years only and
beyond that the approval of the Government is necessary. As this land was leased for 99 years the
approval as obtained from the Government may be traced out and produced. In case it is not available
in office the lease holder who might have copy of this sanction, may be asked to produce the same.
The Municipal Council, Sirhind vide Resolution No.251 dated 2.5.2017 approved the transfer
deed in the name of Sh. Surinder Singh grandson of Sh. Gurbachan Singh without mentioning any
period of time. However, the Deputy Director, Urban Local Govt. Ludhiana vide his letter No.
DDSS/S2/9108 dated 25.7.17 stayed the implementation of this resolution. No further action in this
regard was taken and land is still in the possession of Sh. Surinder Singh. Therefore, further action in
this regard may be taken after obtaining directions from the Deputy Director.
Para:- 34 Doubtful repair of tube well electric motors and submersible pumps- Rs.10.98 Lakh
Section 35 of the Punjab Municipal Act, 1911 vests extraordinary powers in the President or
Vice-President of the Municipal Committee in case of emergency. It enables the president or in his
absence the Vice-President to direct the execution of any such work or the doing of any act which the
committee is empowered to execute or doing in his opinion there has occurred an emergency
involving or likely to involve extensive damage to property or danger to human life or grave
inconvenience to the Public. The expenses of executing such work or doing such act required to be
done under these emergent powers of the President may be met from the Municipal Fund but every
such act is to be reported to committee in the next meeting. While checking accounts records of the
electrical branch of the M.C. Office regarding repair of electrical motors of various tube well of the
M.C. it was noticed that an amount of Rs. 10.98 lakh as detailed in Annexure E had been incurred on
the repair of various electric motors of the tube wells by stating urgency and inconvenience of the
public. Though it was not clearly stated in the noting submitted for approval for the repair of the
motors that these orders were being sought under Section 35 of the Municipal Act yet these were
considered to be done under these provisions of the act. All the repairs got done were not submitted in
the next meeting of the committee as required under section 35 of the act ibid.
It was further noticed that the old spare parts or material extracted while repairing were not
taken on repair register but its cost as assessed by the repair shop itself and was deducted from such
repair bill which was totally wrong. As a result of this there was no proof as to whether the repair of
these motors had actually taken place or not. Location of the work for which payment of Rs. 45561
was made vide voucher No.73 dated 23.4.12 was not mentioned in the repair bill. Repair bill as noted
at Sr. no. 15 of the annexure was for repair of starter whereas as per entry in the log book of the motor,
the motor was burnt. The bills noted at sr. no. 16, 17 and 32 were paid for repair of motors whereas as
per log books these motors were in working order during the period of repair. In case of Sr. No. 28, 29
and 30 there was no any noting and orders of the competent authority and report of tube well operator.
In case of Sr. No. 19, 21 and 31 the reports regarding non working of the motors were not submitted

by the tube well operators and noting for the repair was submitted by the S.O/ dealing Assistant.
Moreover, it has been seen that there had been repair of these motors very frequently and turn by turn.
All these omissions made the entire repairs doubtful. This may be investigated and the entire
expenditure incurred on this account may be justified and got regularised with the sanction of
competent authority.
Para:- 35 Un-authorised taking away of sub-mersible pump sets- Rs.1.57 lakh.
The Municipal Council Sirhind purchased 2 sub-mersible pump sets from M/s Saraswati
Electric and General Store Sirhind for Rs.156800 vide bill no.140 dated 20.5.2014. The payment of
Rs. 1.57 lakh to the supplier was made vide voucher no.72 dated 19.6.14. Both these pumps were
stated to have been taken away by the sewerage board without any requisition and orders of the
competent authority. In this connection the following observations are made:1.
When there was no requisition from the Sewerage Board and competent authority also not
approved the issue of these pumps to sewerage board, how these were taken away by them may
be explained.
2.
The exact date when these pumps were taken away by the board may be intimated.
3.
These pumps may be taken back from the board without delay.
4.
The responsibility of the official at fault may also be fixed.
Para :- 36 Installation of new hand pumps and repair of old hand pumps.
A scrutiny of payment vouchers revealed that payment of Rs.31351/- had been made vide
voucher no.59 dated 13.10.14 on account of uprooting of old hand pump at Ropar Bus Adda
(Rs.8958/-) and for installation of new hand pumps in disposal works Hamayunpur (Rs.22393/-), to
M/s Tarsem Electric Store. The uprooted hand pumps were not taken in stock. In the absence of stock
entries of these pumps in repair/stock register, the expenditure incurred was doubtful and could not be
admitted.
During discussion it was told that the committee had installed 465 hand pumps in the
municipal area limit. No any records where these hand pumps had been taken on stock indicating its
location along with length and date of installation and whether these were in working condition or
otherwise were produced.
The above omission may be explained and stock register where these hand pumps were taken
on stock along with physical verification report of these hand pumps, if any, may be produced.
Para :- 37 Payment made without the pass order of competent authority- Rs.44.71 lakh
As per rule XII.2 of Municipal Code 1930, no payment was to be made except on the written
order of the competent authority except in cases provided for in Rule XII.5, no payment shall be made
except on the written order of the Executive Officer. The Executive Officer shall not sign however,
pass order on the travelling allowance bills unless they are countersigned by the officer authorised in
this behalf by him under Rule XII.10 (3) of the said code.
In all cases, including payment under Rule XII.5 the Executive officer concerned shall not
make any order under sub rule(1),until he has satisfied himself that the budget allotment under the
relevant head will not be exceeded to and unless the sanction of the competent authority.
During the audit of M.C. Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed that payment
of Rs. 4471499/- as detailed in Annexure F has been made without the pass orders of the Executive
officer. Under which circumstances payment of Rs.4471499/- mainly to one contractor Sh. Ramesh
Kumar has been made, may be explained. This is quite serious and needs justification.

Para:-38 Expenditure in excess of budget Provision- Rs. 34.31 lakh.
Rule II.9 of Municipal Account Code 1930, envisages that expenditure in excess of the amount
provided in the sanctioned budget under any head may be incurred with the sanction of the committee,
if the funds can be provided above by transfer from any other head subordinate to the same
departments head.
Save as provided above no expenditure under any head in excess of the amount provided in the
sanctioned budget under that head shall be incurred except with the sanction of the secretary to Govt.
of Punjab, Department of Local Govt. Housing and Urban Development or the Regional Dy. Director,
as the case may be, and such sanction shall not be given unless the committee has by resolution
approved:(a)
The transfer of sufficient funds due to charging of expenditure incurred on purchases made
during the year 2011-12 and expenditure incurred on items not provided for in the budget such as
repair of tube well motor and expenditure incurred against other estimates i.e., the item which were
not included in the budget proposal for the year 2012-13. Expenditure incurred against other estimates
was also debited against this budget allotment.
It was further noticed that the committee vide its resolution no.627 dated 23.3.13 approved the
proposal to regularise the excess expenditure incurred against this budget allotment without
mentioning the head from which this expenditure was to be met and whether the expenditure under
that head exceeded the expenditure of budget allotment from the grant under the head E IV
(M)(Misc)(G)- unforeseen charges of the grant under some other developmental head or
(b)
The revision of the estimate of the income under the Developmental head concerned or of the
surplus income available for allocation to developments.
When it is found after the close of the financial year that the budget provision under any
developmental head had been exceeded, the excess may be regularised with the sanction of the
Director or Regional Deputy Director as the case may be.
While checking accounts records of M.C. Sirhind it was noticed that budget allotment of Rs.
15 lakh was provided for the maintenance of street light during the year 2012-13 where as the
expenditure against this allotment incurred was Rs. 34.31 which is more than 100% excess than the
budget allotment. This happened and there is saving under that head or not. Therefore, the resolution
approved without this information and knowing the reasons for excess payment was not in order.
While ratifying this resolution the Deputy Director, Urban Local Bodies, Ludhiana vide his no.
DDLG/S3/3288 dated 23.4.2013 remarked that when the MC knows that budget estimates under this
head was Rs. 15 Lakh why excess expenditure was incurred and sanction to revise the budget was not
taken/obtained before incurring this expenditure.
In this regard following observations are made:1.
The detailed reasons under which this expenditure exceeded the budget provision may be
explained.
2.
The expenditure incurred on purchases made during the year 2011-12 was also charged against
this budget allotment of 2012-13. When there was no budget allotment/funds were available
during the year 2011-12 then why the purchases exceeding the budget allotment were made.
3.
The responsibility for this may be fixed and expenditure incurred in excess of budget
provisions got regularized with the sanction of competent authority.
Para:- 39 Non-deduction of Sale Tax/Vat-- Rs.0.92 lakh
The assessment levy and collection of tax on works contractors is being regulated
under the Punjab Value added Tax Act, 2005 (PVAT Act), the Punjab Value Added Rules 2005
(PVAT Rules) made there under and notifications instructions issued by the Govt. from time to time.

Section 27(i) of PVAT provide that every contractee, responsible for making payment to any
person for discharge of any liability on account of valuable consideration exceeding Rs. 5 lakh in a
single contract payable for transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in some other forms) in
pursuance of a work contract, shall at the time of making such payment to the contractor either in cash
or in any other manner, deduct the tax at source at the prescribed rates.
During the checking of records of M.C Sirhind for the years 2012-13 to 2016-17 it
was noticed that while making payment to contractors deduction of vat during 2012-13 @ 5 % and
during 2013-14 @ 6% of the payments was not made and in some of the cases short deduction of vat
was made as detailed below:Sr. Vr.No. and Name
of Name of work
Total work SaleTax/Vat
No. date
contractor
done (Rs.) @2012-13
5%,2013-14
6% (Rs)
1
68/18.4.12
Mahabir
Refilling of Nalla 510282/25514
Builders
after laying NP3 @ 5%
pipes and dewatering
2
114/28.3. 13 Sukhdip Singh
P/F inter locking 500422/30025
tiles:
Bhupinder @ 6%
Singh to Amarjit
Singh Ward-15
3
9/19.7.12
The
Mandi Development
of 401959
4020
Gobindgarh Co- parking area
Vat 5 %
operative L&C
(-)4%=1%
society
less
4
24/18.10.12
-do-do468411
4684
Vat 5 %
(-)4%=1%
less
5
73/12.11.12
Adarsh
Co- Development of park 479243
4792
operative society in IDSMT shopping Vat 5 %
L&C society
complex
(-)4%=1%
less
6
21/18.10.12
The
Mandi P/F of RG shopping 993168
9932
Gobind
Garh complex
Vat 5 %
Co-operative
(-)4%=1%
L&C society
less
7
5/25.1.13
-doEarth filling in Toba 451041
13531
in
Bara
under Vat 5 %
IDSMT scheme
(-2)=3%
less
Total
92498
Therefore, vat amounting to Rs. Rs.92498/- has been short deducted. This may be looked in to
and vat short recovered may be recovered from the concerned contractors immediately. All other cases
of contractors during the period from 2012-13 to 2016-17 may be reviewed and where vat has been
short deducted may be recovered.

Para:- 40 Purchase of RCC benches at excessive rates—Rs. 2.44 lakh
According to Punjab Financial Rules (Rule15.2) purchase of store must be made in a most
economical manner, in accordance with the definite requirement of the public service.
During checking of records of M.C. Sirhind for the years 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that 214 number benches were purchased during January, 2016 to March, 2017. Out of 216 benches
114 number benches were purchased at higher rates ranging from Rs. 3550 to Rs.8400 per bench and
excess expenditure of Rs.243880/- has been made as detailed below:Sr.No. Vr. No. and Name
of Number of Rate
Difference in Excess
date
Firm
benches
Rs.
rates Rs.
payment
purchased
Rs.
and value
1
1150/2.5.16
Royal Co-OP 96=340478 3550
Nil
L&C society @
562536.89% less
2
88/27.1.16
Ashutosh
30=190000 8400
4850
111550
Batish MB
(8400-3550)
200
3
120/27.1.17
Umesh
85=418880 56001378
117130
Kumar
@8400
12%
(4928-3550)
Contractor
less=4
18880
4
24/22.3.17
Royal Co-OP 10=56251520
1520
15200
L&C society 9.86%
(5070below 5070 3550
Total excess
243880
A scrutiny of above table revealed that there is a huge difference in the rates of
benches purchased within a period of one year and three months. There is difference of Rs.4850 in the
rates, the payment of which was made in the month of January, 2016 and May, 2016 and there is also
difference of Rs.1520 in purchase made from the same Firm i.e. Royal Co-OP L&C society. It may
also be added that Shri Umesh Kumar supplier supplied the RCC bench to Nagar Panchayat Chamkaur
Sahib @ 5120 less 12% in March, 2017 whereas he supplied RCC benches to M.C. Sirhind in the
same month @ 5625 less 9.86 %. This clearly indicates that the purchases had been made without
making analysis of rates and at very high rates and without enquiring from sister Municipal Councils.
No relevant tender file was produced to verify the F.O.R. destination for delivery of benches. The
stock entry of 23 number benches was also not shown. Therefore, the entire purchase may be
investigated and the excess payment made in this regard may be recovered from the official at fault.
Para :- 41 unjustified payment of muster rolls-Rs. 0.30 lakh.
During the scrutiny of cash book and other related records of MC Sirhind for the month of
August, 2015, it was noticed that payment of Rs.30,000/-(vide voucher No.113 Dated 21.08.2015) on
account of muster rolls for the month of January, 2006 rating to construction of road in the colony,
construction of road payment of star colony to bye pass has been made to Shri Hemant Kumar Sayal
Government contractor. Further, scrutiny of records revealed that the payment of time barred bill has
been made to the contractor for their work for the period 02.01.2006 to 31.01.2006. In this regards
followings observations are made:-

1.

The muster roll payment was time barred case relating to the month of January, 2006.

2.

Muster roll was not verified by the JE/SO concerned and not passed for payment.

3.

No entry/page no of MB has been shown for the work.

4.

The payment made to Shri Manoj s/o Sh. Bindri was not signed by the payee.

Keeping in view these observations the payment of Rupees 30,000/- could not be admitted.
This may be investigated and action taken as per Rules
Para:- 42 Non-imposing of penalty clause for the delay in completion of work- Rs.4.55 lakh.
As per clause 2 of conditions of contract agreement regarding compensation for delay of work
it has been stated that work should be completed within the stipulated period of the contract and in
case of delay in completion of work on the part of the contractor compensation of amount equal to one
percent per day but the compensation shall not exceed 10% of the estimated cost of work as shown in
the tender was recoverable from the contractor.
During the cheeking of records of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed
that the work development of children Park back side bus queue shelter Sirhind Mandi with an
estimate cost of Rs.45.51 lakh was allotted to Sh. Sanjay Mehta Contractor vide work order NO.574
dated 26.9.2011. The work was undertaken by the contractor on 12.11.2011 and this work was
completed on 15.6.2012 whereas it was to be completed within 6 months i.e. up to 12.5.2012. As per
tender document the time limit for the completion of the work was six months, but as per agreement
this has been changed to nine months. This is a serious lapse and this may be investigated and
necessary action taken accordingly. Further plenty of Rs. 4.55 lakh for the delay in completion of the
work may also be recovered from the contractor i.e. one percent per day but not more than 10% of the
estimated cost as shown in the tender.
Para:- 43 Non-submission of completion certificate.
As per rule XIII.12 of the Municipal Account code 1930 no first and final bill shall be paid in
respect of any work until a completion report and completion certificate in form MW.12 have been
submitted by the Municipal Engineer or where there is no Municipal Engineer, by an officer
authorised by the Committee. The Municipal Engineer or any other officer, as the case may be, shall
furnish a completion certificate within one month of receipt of contractors report and where the report
cannot be given, and submit a report to the Executive officer to this effect's.
A scrutiny of records of Municipal works executed by various contractors during the period
from 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed that the payments of final bills and Ist and final bill of the
works were being made without preparation of completion reports of the works. In the absence of
these completion reports it could not be ascertained as to whether these works had been completed or
otherwise and had been completed as per PWD specification or not, the following cases are given as
for illustration:1)
2)
3)

Construction of Community Centre
Construction of Night Shelter
Construction of Children Park
The omission may be explained and supplied with and point noted for future.

Para:- 44 Irregularities in the maintenance of cash book.
Rule III.1 of the Municipal Account code 1930 provides that all money received or spent by or
on behalf of committee shall without any reservation be brought to account in the General Cash book
to be maintained in Form G-2 under the direct supervision of the Executive officer.
The General cash book (Form G-2) shall each day be checked item by item, closed, balanced
and signed by the Executive Officer at the end of each month.
When the General cash-book has been checked at the end of the month as prescribed in subrule 2, it shall be laid before the President of the committee for review and signature. All signatures on
the General Cash Book shall be dated.
While checking cash book the following omissions/irregularities were noticed:
1.
The cash book was not being checked item by item and attested in to taken of correctness of
the transaction.
2.
The cash book was not being laid before the President of the committee for review and
signatures.
3.
The totals of the cash book were not being checked by other than the writer of the cash book.
4.
Payment vouchers were not being cancelled after making payment to safeguard against its
double payment.
5.
All the signatures of the Executive Engineer were undated.
6.
Cheques valuing Rs.153426/- (as per detail of closing balance for the month of March, 2017)
as issued by the committee were still outstanding as on 31.03.2017 as these were not presented
by the payees in the bank. Some of these cheques were issued as back as in the month of
December, 2014. As per rule the cheque outstanding for more than three month should have
been cancelled where as this was not done.
7.
No Goshwara was being prepared at the end of each day/month as a result of which closing
balance on a particular day was not worked out. The closing balance of a particular day was
not being carried out to the next day rather was being added after totalling of the transaction of
a day at the end of day. This practice may be stopped forthwith. Goshwara for the day may be
prepared closing balance worked out and carried over to the next day.
8.
There is a difference of reconciliation of Rs. 255195.55 in the receipt figures during March
2017. This difference was being carried over from the year 2006 to date. No efforts were made
to reconcile this difference. Similarly, there was a difference of Rs. 302629/- in the expenditure
at the end of March, 2017. Both these differences may be reconciled immediately.
The above omissions may be explained and supplied with.
Para:- 45 Arrear of PF and ESI payments to the contractor without justification- Rs.2.74 lakh
While checking records for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed that payments of EPF
and ESI amounting to Rs.273591 has been made to Sh. Ramesh Kumar Contractor during 8/2012 and
3/2013 as detailed below:Vr. No.
Date
Amount
83
28/08/12
92356
84
28/08/12
92353
66
18/3/13
88882
Total
273591
Labour Payments to the contractor had been made from time to time as per agreement. As such
claim of arrear of EPF and ESI was not admissible to him. Moreover the contractor had not submitted
any claim in this regard, as no such claim was produced to audit. The proof of registration of the

contractor with the Provident Fund organisation and ESI along with the proof of payments of EPF and
ESI may please be submitted to audit.
Para:-46 Unjustified payment of arrear of ESI charges-Rs. 5.67 lakh
A perusal of Proceeding Book for the period from 2012-13 to 2016-17 revealed that Sh.
Ramesh Kumar Contractor lodged claim of Rs.5.67 Lakh on a/c of non-payment of E.S.I.
contributions which had not been paid to him along with the claims submitted by him for the supply of
labours during the period from May,2012 to March,2013. The M.C. Sirhind approved the payment of
his claim of Rs.5.67 Lakh vide resolution no.43 dated: 31.8.15. The payment was made to him vide
Vr. No.75 dated: 11.1.2016.In this connection following observations are made:1.
In the resolution it had been stated that he had not been paid on account of E.S.I. Contribution
@ 4.75% as payable by the M.C. This is totally wrong as he never claimed on account of E.S.I.
Contribution in any of his claim for this period submitted for payment of supply of labourers.
2.
As he had not claimed for payment of E.S.I. Contribution so he was not paid these charges.
3.
He had not submitted any proof of payments of E.S.I. contribution in the absence of which his
claim was not valid.
4.
Had he claimed these charges in his claims and M.C. had not paid him then he was entitled to
this payment. As he never claimed this payment in his bills and he was not entitled to this payment. He
was at fault for not claiming this payment of Rs.5.67 lakh. As such, payment made to him was not
justified and correct.
Para:- 47 Expenditure in advance of receipt of grant under MP LAD Scheme- Rs.1.00 lakh.
Estimate for the development of street from Chandigarh Chunni Road to House of Bhupinder
Singh in Ward No.10 Sirhind (Resolution No.48) was prepared for Rs.1.00 lakh and submitted to
Dy.ESA Fatehgarh Sahib on 8.6.12. Before the grant under MP lads could be received the tenders
were floated on 24.4.12 and the work was got completed (MB No.195) in anticipation of the grant.
As per the guidelines of MP LADS all the formalities are required to be completed within 70 days
otherwise grants will not be released. The MC office submitted the estimates of the work after the
lapse of one and half year period. Hence, the grant could not be released to MC office. Reasons for not
taking timely action for the release of grant of Rs.1.00 lakh may be explained and expenditure incurred
in advance of receipt of grant with the sanction of competent authority got regularised with the
sanction of competent authority.
Para:-48 Earnest money not credited in the Govt. Account-Rs. 15000/All work proposed for execution by contract will be notified in a form of invitation to tender
posted on the board hung in the office of and signed by the trust/municipal engineer. On the receipt of
the tenders, the Municipal Engineer or his duty authorized assistant will open tenders in the presence
of intending contractors or their authorized agents. In the event of a tender being accepted receipt for
the earnest money forwarded to the contractor and the amount so received be deposited in M.C
account.
During the audit of records of MC Sirhind it was noticed that cheques/drafts amounting to Rs
15000/- as detailed below were received from the contractor but these were not accounted for in the
MC account even no DCR have been maintained in the words branch. This is a serious lapse as the
cheques/drafts were lying in the concerned files. This may be looked into and reasons for the non
accountant of earnest money intimated to audit. All other cases may also be looked into and action
taken accordingly.

Sr.
No

Name of
Contractor

Name of work

Estimated
cost

1.

Adarsh coop
l&C society,
Sirhind Mandi

5.30 lakhj

2.

Suresh kumar
contractor

3.

Saraswati
electronics and
general store.

4.

Saraswati
electronics and
general store

Prov. and fixing
I/L tiles in ward
no.4 EC 1264 /221-14 Work order
NO.
Supply of labour
for cleaning and
sweeping of roads
and streets in MC
limit. Work order
no 904
dd-28-2-14
Purchase of
shunt capacitors
for tubewell and
sewerage
disposal. Bill No.
458
DT 17-9-14
Supply and
erection of PVC
cable from chungi
no 4 towards
Chawla chicken
By-pass road
Sirhind

Earnest money
security amount

Cheque no/
draft no

5000/-

000395Dt.
09/12/2013HD
FC bank

54.88 lakh 5000/-

000393
Dt.09-12-2013
HDFC BANK

0.48 lakh

2000/-

313281
Dt-26-9-13
OBC Sirhind

1.42 lakh

3000/-

314684/82/83
1000/- each
Dt-4-11-2014

Total

15000/-

Para:- 49 Non-adjustment of temporary advances-Rs. 7.25 lakh
While checking temporary advance register it was noticed that temporary advances amounting
to Rs. 724884/-given to the staff members for urgent expenditure during the years 2015-16 to 2016-17
were still outstanding against 11 staff members as detailed below even though a period of one and half
years to three years has since elapsed. Non adjustment of these advances may be explained and these
may be adjusted without delay. In case these officials are not rendering the accounts of these advances,
the same may be recovered from their pay.
Sr.
No.

date

Name of the official

Purpose

1

20-1115

Dharmender kumar Jr Preparation of digital signatures 17404
Asstt.
of the EO and President

2

24-1215

Satinder pal Singh SO

For purchase
Swachh Bharat

Amount Rs.

of

jackets

of 15000

3

24-2-16

Ajay Kumar S I

For purchase of material for 30000
works of Safai branch

4

21-3-16

-do-

For hire of JCB for Safai Branch

5

31-3-16

-do-

For hire of JCB for Dumping 30000
ground

6

--

Hans Raj-I

For Tractor Insurance

30000

7

--

Ajay Kumar S I

For purchase of new Tractor

452480

8

--

Kuljinder Singh SO

For primary facilities for Night 30000
Shelter

9

10-3-17

Satinder pal singh SO

Repair of Ceiling of roof of Sr. 30000
Vice President

10

10-3-17

Robin Jalota Clerk

For purchase of material/items 30000
necessary for Night Shelter

11

10-3-17

Hans Raj Clerk

For erecting Tent for Election 30000
within MC limits
Total Rs.

30000

724884

Para:-50-Running of Fire Tender without registration.
No person shall drive any Motor Vehicle and no owner of Motor Vehicle shall cause or permit
the vehicle to be driven in any public place or any other place, unless the vehicle is registered in
accordance with chapter IV of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988. An application for registration of a Motor
Vehicle shall be made in form 20 to the Registering Authority within a period of 7 days from the date
of delivery of such vehicle excluding the period of journey and accompanied by sale certificate, Road
worthiness certified, valid insurance certificate, original sale certificate and Pollution under control
certificate etc.
During the audit of M.C Sirhind for the year 2012-13 to 2016-17 it was noticed that one fire
tender LPT-1613 was received from the Deputy Director, Local Bodies, Patiala during 2005 (exact
date not known). After that this fire tender was not got registered with the Registering authority till
date. Ever after the lapse of 13 years it was not registered and was running even without any valid
document including valid insurance certificate. During discussion it was told that the Ex-Fire Officer
had not handed over his complete charge. It is a serious lapse on the part of Executive Officer MC
Sirhind and Ex-Fire Officer.
This may be looked into and reasons for the lapse maybe intimated to audit and needful done
now.
Para:-51 Non-maintenance of Register of Immovable Property.
As per Rule XI.I of Municipal Account Code 1930, the committee shall maintain separate
Registers of Immovable Property in Form R.I.B in which shall be entered details of all immovable
properly/all the trees within the Jurisdiction of the Committee excluding forest areas as attaining a

girth of about one feet six inches, two volumes of the Registers in Form R-1 being maintained in
volume 1 shall be entered all property vested in as owned or leased by the committee and in volume II
all nazool or other property of Govt. placed under the management of the committee.
In volume I of the register property leased by the committee shall be entered or owned by the
committee.
In volume II of the register property shall be entered under one or other of the headings:(a)
Lands with buildings attached.
(b)
Building sites or
(c)
Other plots.
and each piece of property shall be entered on a separate page with a plan of the property on
the opposite page.
The Committee shall periodically and not less than once a year comes the Register of
Immovable property to be examined and the examining officer or member shall certify the record to be
correct, volume II of the Register shall also be compared annually with the nazool register maintained
by the Deputy Commissioner.
While checking records of the property of the committee it was noticed that:1.
Property Register in form R-I was being maintained in a way that all the properties owned by
the committee were noted there in continuously like preparing a list of property. Separate page
was not allotted to each piece of property with plan of the property on the opposite page.
2.
The register was not being submitted to the E.O for examination and Certificate for correctness
of the property.
3.
Volume II of the Register was not being compared annually with the nazool register
maintained in the office of the Deputy Commissioner.
4.
No tree register was being maintained to know the tree within the limits of Municipality. The
Tree register mentioning age, girth and height in respect of all kind of trees may be maintained.
The above omission may be justified and compliance made now.
Para: 52 Non-formation of the Area Sabha and ward Committees.
In order to provide for community participation for performing and discharging certain
functions and duties of the Municipalities and for setting up Area Sabhas and wards committees and
matter connected therewith or incidental thereto, the Punjab Govt. enacted "The Punjab Community
Participation in Municipalities Act, 2013."
Under this Act, within a period of thirty days from the date of classification of the territorial
extent of an area under sub section (2) of section 3 of the Act, a Representative for each shall be
nominated by the Govt. and such person being chosen shall not be a member of the Municipality. He
shall continue to hold office for a duration Continuous with the term of Municipality.
Further, under section 10 of the above Act. Within thirty days of nomination of
Representatives under section 4 of this Act, shall determine in respect of the territorial area of a
Municipality such number of words committees consisting of such number of wards, not exceeding
five, as he may deemed fit.
While checking records of Municipal Council Sirhind it was noticed that neither Area Sabha
nor ward committees were formed during the period form 2012-13 to 2016-17 as a result of which
there has not been community participation in the development programme and participation of
eligible persons from the area for beneficiary oriented schemes on the basis of criteria fixed by the
State Govt.; such as to verify the eligibility of persons getting various kinds of welfare assistance from
the State Govt. or the Govt of India to suggest the location of streets, streets lights , community water

taps, public sanitation units, to identify the deficiencies in the civic amenities etc. etc within the Sabha
Area.
The necessary steps may now be taken to set up these Area as well as wards committees for
participation of the residents of the area in the various welfare schemes and developmental works
undertaken by the Municipal Council.
Para: 53 Non-holding of monthly meetings
Section 25 of The Punjab Municipal Act, 1911 provides that every committee shall meet for
the transaction of business at least once in every month at such time as may, from time to time, be
fixed by the bye- laws. While checking records of Municipal Council Sirhind it was, however, noticed
that no regular monthly meeting of the MC were held for the following month:Years

Month for which no meeting held

2012-13

April, 2012, May, 2012, September, 2012, October, 2012, January, 2013,
and February 2013.

2013-14

May, 2013

2015-16

July,2015, September,2015, October,2015, February, 2016

2016-17

April, 2016, June, 2016, July, 2016, September, 2016, October, 2016 and
February, 2017.

From the above detail it would be seen that during the years 2012-13 MC held meetings only
for the half of year, in the year of 2015-16 met for one third of the year and during the year 2016-17
met only for the half of the year. The Deputy Director Local Government Ludhiana had been asking
the MC to hold meetings regularly while ratifying the proceeding of various meetings held by the MC.
Even, then the MC was not holding meetings regularly.
Para: 54 Maintenance of implements and machinery of fire brigade
As per Rule 86 of the Punjab Municipal Fire Bridge Rules, 1977, the Fire Bridge and its
appliances and inventories shall be inspected at least once a month by the Executive Officer and if no
such officer has been appointed or on leave for more than one month, by the Secretary, who shall give
a test alarm each month at irregular timings. A report of each inspection and test alarm shall be
recorded in ink, signed and dated under the hand of the person making the inspection in a bond book
to be kept for the purpose by the Fire Station Officer.
During the audit of MC Sirhind for the year 2012-2017 it was, however, noticed that no such
inspection of Fire Bridge and its appliances and inventory was carried out during the period April,
2012 to March, 2017 as no such inspection book was maintained. The omission may be explained and
need full done now.
Para:-55 Maintenance of Provident Fund Accounts and FDR's in Co-op Bank.
Rule XVI.6 of Municipal Accountant Code 1930 provides that every committee shall open an
account to be called the Municipal Provident Fund Account with the Savings Bank (savings bank here
means state Bank of Patiala) and as soon as may be at the beginning of each month and if possible

before the fourth day of each month and shall pay into such account the amount of all subscriptions
recovered under the provision of Rule XVI.3 and of the contributions payable under the provisions of
XVI.4.
As per terms and conditions of the Investment of Provident moneys, the committee shall
establish a Provident Fund Depreciated Fund which shall be deposited in the Post office savings Bank
under the general Account of General Provident Account. It was, however, noticed that the Provident
Fund Accounts of the Provident was being maintained with the Fatehgarh Sahib Central Co-op. Bank
Ltd. Sirhind w.e.f 16.9.2015 in contravention of the above Provisions where as prior to this these
accounts were being maintained with the State Bank of Patiala.
Besides this the following two Fixed Deposit Receipts worth Rs. 1.40 crore were also being
maintained out of the amount of provident fund account with the above Bank:
Sr. No.
FDR No.
Date of issue
Amount Rs.
1.
034980
23.9.2015
11000000
2.
030994
28.4.2016
3000000
In addition to the above the M.C Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib had also maintained fixed deposits
of an amount of Rs.6 crore as detailed below w.e.f 20.8.2016, the maturity value of which was Rs.
6.49 crore.
Sr. No. FDR No.
Date
Amount Rs.
Maturity value Rs.
1.
LTFD098627
20.8.16
40000000
43233649
2.
LTFD093179
20.8.16
20000000
21616825
Total
60000000
64850474
In this connection following observation are made:1.
The maintenance of Provident Fund Accounts and above FDRs with the Co-op Bank instead of
nationalised bank in contravention of the above Codal provisions may please be justified.
2.
The Provident Fund Accounts as well as FDRs were being maintained in the Nationalised
Banks prior to 16.9.2015 thereafter these accounts were closed and new accounts for Provident Fund
and FDRs opened with the Co-op Bank. What necessitated the M.C to close the accounts with the
nationalised banks and reopen it with the Co-Op bank which are not as secure as nationalised banks,
may be intimated. The matter may be investigated and the orders of the competent authority to close
and open the accounts produced.
3.
The Provident Fund Depreciated account may be maintained / opened as provided in the rules.
4.
The Provided Fund Accounts with the Co-Op bank may be closed immediately and opened
with the nationalised bank. Likewise the FDRs with the Co-operative Bank may also be closed
/encashed on its maturity and maintained with the nationalised banks.
Para :-56 Fresh Demand and Collection Register for each year not opened.
As per Rule VII.7 of the Municipal Account Code,1930 at the beginning of each year a fresh
Tax Demand and Collection register (Form T.S.-5) shall be opened in which shall first be entered the
names of all the assesses against where arrear are shown as due on account of the previous years in
column 47 of the register of the previous year, together with the amount of such arrears, after which
the entries relating to the demand of the current year shall be posted, the word " Arrears" being written
in red ink in the "Remarks" columns against the name of any person in the list of the current year
whose names also entered in the list of persons from whom arrears are due .
Rule VII.8 of the code ibid further provides that when column 1 to 7 of the Tax Demand and
Collection Register (From T.S.-5) have been posted a bill in Form T.S.-6 shall in due cause be
delivered to each assesses .

While checking accounts records of M.C Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib it was, however, noticed that
Demand and Collection Register was not prepared afresh every year to know the amount of tax due
and in arrears, no notices in Form T.S.-6 were being issued to recover the pending taxes rather they
kept on waiting for the assess to deposit the taxes due at their will. The omission may be justified and
needful done in future.
Para:-57 Non-submission of monthly and annual accounts to the Council.
Rule III-6 of the Municipal Account Code, 1930 envisages that at the end of each month, a
monthly account in Form G-4 Shall be drawn up and after signature by the Executive Officer shall be
laid before the committee and if the Regional Deputy Director in the case of Municipalities so directs,
a copy shall be forwarded to him for information.
Similarly, at the end of the year, an annual account in Form G5 shall be prepared and after
signatures by the Executive Officer shall be levied before the committee for approval in compliance to
Rule 7(1) of the above code.
After the Annual Accounts (Form-5) have been approved by the committee before the 1st day
of August each year a copy of the accounts shall be forwarded to the Regional Deputy Director.
Further, Note I below above rule requires that along with annual Account (Form G-5) was to be
forwarded a Tax Collection Progress Statement (Form T.S.10) for the last quarter of the financial year,
and a statement showing the amount and notice of all investments recorded in the Register of
Investment (Form G-26) as required by rules VII.14 (1) and XVII,4(2), respectably.
While Checking accounts records of M.C Sirhind-Fatehgarh Sahib for the year 2012-13 to
2016-17 it was, however, noticed that the above codal provisions were not being adhere to as the
monthly/ annual accounts were not submitted to the Council and copy of which also not being sent to
the Regional Deputy Director. The omission may be explained and in future the needful may be done
regularly.
Para:- 58 General.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

Besides above audit observation the following points were also noticed:The date of start of work and completion of work was not mentioned in number of cases in
the M.B.
Prescribed percentage of work required to be checked by the AME/ME was not/being
checked.
Performance guarantee not taken from the contractors.
Penalty clause not incorporated in the agreements executed with the contractors.
The pages of the M.B were not scored out after making payment of contractor bills.
Monthly abstract of Petrol/HSD consumed on the basis of run of the vehicle was not prepared
in respect of all the vehicles owned by the council.
Inventory of furniture and electrical fitting was not being maintained. The same may be
prepared now.
Note of the arrears of pay and allowances drawn was not being kept in the original bills.
Two receipt books bearing same no.63/1 were in operation during 3/16 to 5/16 (for receipt of
octroi on Electricity) and 3/17 to 4/17 (issued for property tax). This may be looked into.
The M.C is handling huge cash on account of various receipts but there is no safe with the
person handling all this receipt as a result of this the safety of cash was at risk. Therefore, the
person handling cash must be provided with an iron safe to keep the cash in safe custody.
Annual stock verification has never been done. Needful may be done now.

Sr. Consultant

Annexure A to Para 8(b)
Detail of regularization charges recovered short
Sr
G-8
No. No.

Date

Name of Plot
holder

Plot
area Sq.
Yard

Regularisation
charges due
Rs.

Regularisation
charges
collected Rs.

Short
recovered
Rs.

!

1/4

7.10.13

Surjit Kaur

150

15000

3750

11250

2

2/4

7.10.13

Ranjit Kaur

200

20000

5000

15000

3

10/4

-do-

Paramjit Kaur

198

19800

4945

14855

4

11/4

-do-

Parminder Kaur

210

21000

5250

15750

5

40/4

-do-

Om Dutt Prashar

120

6000

3000

3000

6

57/4

21.10.13 Satinder Pal singh

200

20000

6000

14000

7

69/4

-do-

323

403750

121125

282625

8

72/4

22.10.13 Om Dutt Prashar

300

45000

13500

31500

9

74/4

-do-

Amarjit Kaur

250

18750

5625

13125

10

86/4

-do-

Hitesh Prashar

75

3750

1125

2625

11

96/4

23.10.13 Jashwinder Singh

160

200000

60000

140000

12

98/4

24.10.13 Sukhdev Kaur

425

63700

19125

44575

13

54/1

9.10.13

Raminder Singh

91.6

82500

20625

61875

14

55/1

-do-

Babita Khanna

247.5

24750

6188

18562

15

56/1

-do-

Darshan Kumar

291

43750

10938

32812

16

57/1

-do-

Narinder Kumar

215

21425

5357

16048

17

58/1

-do-

Harpreet Kaur

400

60000

15000

45000

18

59/1

-do-

Jaspreet kaur

213.5

21425

5358

16067

19

67/1

-do-

Harpreet Kaur

400

60000

15000

45000

20

78/1

5.10.13

Hardev Kaur

215

21500

5375

16125

21

81/1

-do-

Harjit Singh

150

15000

3750

11250

22

93/1

-do-

Jaspreet Kaur

200

20000

5000

15000

Devinder Kaur

23

94/1

-do-

Jasjeet Kaur

200

20000

5000

15000

24

96/1

-do-

Mamta

200

20000

5000

15000

25

13/14

5.11.13

Tejinder kaur

280

46200

13900

32300

26

14/14

-do-

Param jit Kaur

280

46200

13900

32300

27

20/14

19.11.13 Babita Rani

200

22000

11000

11000

28

35/14

25.11.13 Surinder Kaur

213.3

23430

7100

16330

29

65/14

29.11.13 Kiranpreet Kaur

200

22000

6600

15400

30

92/14

9.12.13

Virsa Singh

222.2

24420

7350

17070

31

93/14

-do-

Subeg Singh

400

66000

19800

46200

1497350

430686

1066644

Total

Consultant
Annexure C to para 15
Name of work

(Detail of Single Tender cases)
Sr.
Estimated Name of contractor
No.
cost
in
lakh
1
P/F I.L. Tiles in ward No.4
5.30
The Adarsh co-op
Society
2
P/F I.L. tiles from Yadvinder
6.14
-do3
Construction of Road and stone 6.57
-dometal
4
Construction of park in mohalla 2.26
Hemant Kumar
Nimwali
5
Const of boundry wall of MC 4.67
-doland
6
Improvement of traffic lights at 4.15
M/S Soni Co.
T junction
7
Supply of Tubewell Operator 5.35
Mr. Nitin Sharma
and beldars
Brothers
8
Const of boundry wall MC land 5.41
The Khanna Jai C0-)Hadda Rori
Society
9
Supply of sewerman for cleaning 22.50
Ramesh Kumar
of sewerage
10 P/FDBP paving and drain in ward 2.74
The Swami Co-Op.
No. 10
Society
11 Renovation of Shamshan Ghat
3.46
-do12 Earth filling & DB paving from 3.15
-doHans Raj
13 Earth filling and DB paving 3.25
-doManmohan House
14 Supply of tubewell operator and 10.78
-do-

Tender
Date
L&C 22.1.14
22.1.14
22.1.14
8/14
8/14
8/14
and 11/14
L&C 6.7.15
28.7.15
L&C 28.8.15
28.8.15
28.8.15
-do20.11.15

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

beldars
Supply of Electrical material

7.12

3.15
9.81

M/S
M.S.
Enterprises
Hoshiarpur
The Swami Co-op L&C
society
Ajay Const.
The Khanna Jai Co-op L&C
society
The Royal Co-op society
-doThe Swami Co-op L&C
society
The Royal Co-op society
-do-

3.80
2.87

Kakkar Alliances Ltd.
The Royal Co-op society

21.00

Sukhdeep Singh Contractor 5.7.16

10.17
5.97

Ramesh Kumar
Sanjiv Dutt

5.8.16
5.8.16

11.50

Mangat

5.8.16

6.70

Rajesh Bansal

18.10.16

2.19
2.92

Chirag
-do-

18.10.16
18.10.16

9.92

Rajesh Bansal

18.10.16

2.46

Chirag

18.10.16

4.42

Rajesh Bansal

18.10.16

3.92

-do-

1.68

Chirag

12.53

Rajesh Bansal

17.20

-do-

8.99

-do-

3.59

-do-

Supply of tractor trolly with 7.20
drum
Const. Of Night shelter
55.64
Repair of M.C. office
3.86
Development of Dusehra ground
Const. Of park at Sheikhupur
Const. Of stage at MC land
Bahadurgarh
Laying of RCC NP two pipe
Development of park in
Bahadurgarh
Supply of Hydrolic Trolly
Crash filling on plot near poultry
farm
Const of Toilet Block Ropar Bus
stand
Supply of Electrician/Helper
Supply of helpers for new tube
well
Supply of Nalaman and trolly
man
Laying of I.L. tiles from master
Tarsem
P/F IL tiles near H/O Balbir
P/F IL tiles near Charandip
model school ward No.9
Laying of IL tiles from H/O
Sunder Singh to back side
Patiala pharmacy
Laying of IL tiles from H/O
master Dalip Singh to H/O
Balwant backside SPS school
Laying of tiles near Ishwar Nand
Dharamshala
Supply and fixing 0f I L tiles near
Karnail tailar to Mohd. Sadiq
S/F IL tiles from Gagan Kamboj
to Harbans Kaur ward No.8
P/F
tiles
in
gali
No.6,7,8,Adarash Nagar ward
No.10
Laying of IL tiles from Jandu
workshop to H/O Karnail Singh-S/F tiles from H/O Shamsi to FCI
Godown ward No.3
S/F tiles from H/O Rakesh Mitter
to H/O Harbans Lal

19.59
23.10
2.77

17.12.15
2/16
26.2.16
2/16
19.4.16
19.4.16
19.4.16
19.4.16
19.4.16
17.6.16
17.6.16

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

S/F IL tiles in street in Bansal and
Radhey Sham ward No.11
P/F IL tiles H/O Bhajan Singh
near Gurdwara Bara ward No.6
Const.of street from Dr. Suri to
Raju-IL tiles in street Taranjit Singh
Dhillon to Balwant Singh ward
No.8
Laying DB paving in street
Kulwant Sarpanch and Lakha
P/F IL tiles backside Narpat di
chakki ward No.4
S/F IL tiles from H/O Vicky Niraj
to Simran and Ashok Bansal
S/F I tiles in street Dr. Puri to
Gulshan Rai ward No.8
S/F I tiles from Darshan Modi to
H/O Jindal wardNo.13
Laying I.L
tiles from Babli
Karyana to Ram Parshad and
ajoining street ward No. 5
Brahman Majra
Laying I tiles near Nirankari
Bhawan ward No.10
P/F I tiles Rishi tailor to Sona
dhaba ward No.13
Laying of I.L tiles H/O Bhatti to
Harmail Singh ward No.8
Laying of I.L tiles adjoining
Gurdawara Attewali ward No.1
S/F I.L tiles near octroi post
village Attewali ward No.1
Widening and cleaning of Tobba
in village Tallanian
P/F I tiles from H/O Shiv
Bhardwaj to Hari Karishan
S/F tiles on shamshan ghat road
Sirhind City
D.V. paving from H/O Lovely to
Nirmal Bahadurgarh
D.B paving and earth filling near
H/O Sawarn Singh
Supply of RCC benches
Repair of bath room old Ropar
bus stand near flyover
Const. Of RCC slab in different
wards
Repair of CC flooring and tiles in
various area of MC
Repair of sewerage lines, main

6.18

-do-

6.37

-do-

7.45

-do-

4.60

-do-

10.14

-do-

4.73

-do-

12.16

-do-

4.99

-do-

11.58

-do-

10.45

-do-

2.85

-do-

8.01

-do-

3.01

-do-

2.81

-do-

3.46

-do-

4.95

-do-

2.95

-do-

17.23

-do-

4.77

-do-

4.95

-do-

9.81
1.14

Omesh Kumar
-do-

3.96

Rajesh Bansal

1.95

-do-

4.86

-do-

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

hole and fixing main hole cover
Const. Of R/G in various wards
of MC
P/F interlocking tiles 60 MM
from H/O Sant Singh to Hari Raj
Supply of printer and scanner
for Birth and Death Branch
S/O R.O. for office Nagar council
Sirhind Fatehgargh Sahib
Const. Of drain type 1 and 2 in
Mohalla Behlan
P/L I tiles from Ravi Chadha to
Kishan Singh
Supply of computer operator on
contract basis
Road cut and laying pipe on
railway road
Purchase of Herbal sanitizer
Lime powder for sanitation
Purchase of Delta Malathine
Purchase of anti larwa
Purchase of round up
Total

1.99

-do-

0.57

-do-

0.20

-do-

0.60

-do-

6.91

-do-

5.43

-do-

0.69

-do-

0.48

-do-

1.90
1.98
1.00
0.98
1.60
528.41

Shri Maha Laxmi
Rajesh Bansal
Shri Maha Laxmi
-do-do-

Consultant
Annexure D to Para 27 (b)
Sr.
No

Bill No./
Date

Name of
contractor

No. of Labourers

Number

Month

Total
amount
of Bill

Amount
of EPF

Amount
of ESI

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

1

3/5.6.13

Sh. Ramesh
Kumar

7

5/13

53276

5425

0

2

4/5.6.13

-do-

24

5/13

168950

18602

0

3

5/5.6.13

-do-

24

5/13

168950

18602

0

4

6/5.6.13

-do-

7

5/13

47851

5425

0

5

8/5.6.13

-do-

20

5/13

140792

15502

0

6

54/14.8.12

-do-

24

7/12

64981

7089

0

7

38/21.8.12

-do-

24

7/12

64981

7089

0

8

69/21.8.12

-do-

20

7/12

54150

5907

0

9

73/23.8.12

-do-

2

7/12

32899

3946

0

10

90/30.8.12

-do-

20

8/12 12
days

34200

3731

0

11

91/30.8.12

-do-

24

Do

41039

4477

0

12

92/30.8.12

-do-

24

Do

41039

4477

0

13

78/23.8.12

Munish kumar

2+1

4.12 to
6.12

39759

4771

0

14

11/8.2.13

Ramesh Kumar

2 Electricians 6
Helpers

Street
Light MTC

40197

4824

0

15

64/18.3.13

do

20 Labourers
ward 13 to 17

1.13

105542

11646

0

16

72/18.3.13

do

24 Safai Sewak

2.13

89760

11106

0

17

71/18.3.13

do

24 Safai Sewak

2.13

89760

11106

0

18

73/20.3.13

do

1 Driver

2.13

6239

708

0

19

74/20.3.13

do

7 Sewerman

2.13

48994

4954

0

20

75/20.3.13

do

-do-

2.13

48994

4954

0

21

39/17.1.14

do

7 Labouers

12.13

55731

5952

0

22

40/17.1.14

do

2 driver

12/13

19590

2157

0

23

41/12.1.14

do

7 laboures

12/13

55731

5952

0

24

42/17.1.14

do

4 laboures

12/13

44289

1589

0

25

50/21.1.14

do

8 helpers

12.13

56251

6800

0

26

52/23.1.14

do

68 labourer

13/13

482668

57821

0

27

59/24.1.14

do

5 labourer 1
Mali

37007

4251

0

28

77/13.3.15

Chahat Kaushal

72 Labourer

2/15

566515

65142

22735

29

102/20.3.15

do

8 Electricians

do

62946

7238

2526

30

73/13.3.15

do

5 Sewerman

do

42665

4524

1578

31

65/10.8.15

do

88 labourer

7/15

708252

82040

28624

32

101/20.3.15

Nitin Sharma

10 Tubewell
Operator

2/15

78652

9036

0

33

36/13.3.15

Suresh Kumar

5 Sewerman

do

41087

4524

0

34

70/13.3.15

do

4 Trolly Man

do

32869

3619

0

35

71/13.3.15

do

2 Driver

2/15

16436

1810

0

36

83/23.2.17

Sanjeev Dutt

10 Tubewell
Operator

11/16 to
1/17

276418

16635

10627

37

79/14.8.15

Chahat Kaushal

4 Malli

6/15

32420

37281

1301

38

89/14.8.15

Nitin Sharma &
Brothers

9 Tubewell
Operator

7/15

74332

8388

0

39

66/10.8.15

Suresh Kumar

20 Sewermans

7/15

156101

18640

0

40

112/21.8.15

Vikas Kumar

9 Electrician
Helper

7/15

72945

8388

2927

41

126/28.8.15

Ramesh Kumar

3 Beldar/

7/15

25749

2745

976

7/15

25702

2745

976

Total

4346709 511618

Chowkidar
42

127/28.8.15

do

3 Mali

72270

Consultant

Annexure E to Para 34
Detail of doubt full cases of repair of electric motors and submersible pumps etc.
Sr.
No.

Voucher
No/Date

Name of Contractor

Amount
in Rs.

Remarks

1

78/25.4.2012

Guru Nanak Electric store

130410

Repair of lights

2

73/23.4.2012

Saraswati Electric and
General store

45561

Supply & Fixing CPC PVC 6
mm location of work not
mentioned in the bill

3

65/21.5.2012

Do

12988

Repair of 10 number fans
and motors starter

4

61/13.9.2012

Do

69933

Payment after 2 years

5

73/23.4.2012

Do

45561

Supply and fixing of CP PH
6mm PVC bill not attached
with the voucher

6

88/27.6.2012

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

9950

Repair of Motor in disposal
number 1

7

79/25.4.2012

130410

Repair of lights in park near
Naina Devi Mandir

8

59/17.12.2012

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

2430

Repair of Flush and
Bathroom

9

29/4.5.2012

Subhash Machinal works
Sirhind

4853

Repair of Sewerage disposal
pump office

10

116/30.8.2012

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

1583

Purchase of suction pump
pipe

11

117/30.8.2012

Do

10596

Repair bill old martial
including stoke cock not
taken on the stoke

12

118/30.8.2012

Subhash Mechanical works
Sirhind

8986

Repair of motors

13

69/17.10.2012

Ramesh Kumar

54965

Rewinding of submersible
pump and repair complete
pump and supply of starters

14

11/4.4.2013

Do

23805

Repair of tube well
No.1

15

114/12.11.2014

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

9988

Repair of starter. As per
entry in the logbook the
motor burnt on 22.10.2013
and reported on 28.10.2013
that is after 7 days and was
fitted on 2.11.2013 whereas
per bill it was repaired for
starter

16

47/12.11.2013

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

2768

Repair of volt meter. As per
log book the motor was in
working condition in 1,2
and 3/13

17

48/16.4.2013

-do-

7280

Do

18

5/4.7.2013

Saraswati Electric and
General store

8436

Repair bill

19

6/4.7.2013

Do

1500

Repair of Tube Well No.1
reported on 22.2.2013 by
the dealing assistant and
not by the tube well
operator

20

51/26.7.2013

Do

4000

Repair of disposal pump
office

21

69/29.7.2013

Ramesh Kumar

16882

Rewinding of submersible
pump noting by office SO
but not reported by tube
well operator

22

16/8.8.2013

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

15453

Repair bills dated 17.5.2013
and 19.5.2013 on which
motor was in working
condition

23

44/12.12.2013

Aggarwal Electrical Sirhind

43331

No noting for payment.
Hence payment without
approval

24

68/19.12.2013

Ramesh Kumar

17710

Rewinding of submersible
motors Dusehra Ground

25

60/20.2.2014

Karamjit Singh

19335

Repair of 40hp motor
voucher not available

26

89/28.2.2014

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

2515

Repair of started tube well
no 3

27

90/28.2.2014

Ramesh Kumar

34141

Rewinding of submersible
pump

28

4/5.5.2014

Rajesh Bansal

11270

Repair of 40hp motor
Hamayunpur. Not any
noting and order competent
authority and also not
reported by the tube well
operator

29

5/5.5.2014

Do

11270

Do

30

6/5.5.2014

Do

55731

Do

31

47/7.10.2014

Do

18767

Rewinding of submersible
motor tube well no.4
Dusehra Ground. Report by
office Supdt. and not by
tube well operator

32

94/22.10.2014

Rajesh Bansal

21460

Repair of disposal main
office and Hamayunpur. As
per logbooks of both the
motors were working
during 1 and 2/14 when
stated not by in order.

33

140/30.3.2016

Anil Kumar

16152

Repair of Hamayunpur tube
well no.2

34

12/5.7.2016

Advance payment to Sh.
Dharminder Kumar
Jr.Assistant for repair of
motor no.1 and 2

30000

Repair of motor no.1 and 2
Hamayunpur

35

172/31.3.2015

Rajesh Bansal

19900

Rewinding of S.P tube well
no.1

36

43/4.9.2015

Do

19992

Repair of S.P tube well no 1

37

38/6.10.2015

Anil Kumar

57539

Repair Bill

38

39/6.10.2015

SS Mechanical works

19820

Repair of motors

39

137/30.5.2016

Anil Kumar

22344

Repair of motor of tube well
no 2

40

171/29.12.2014

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

3440

Repair of disposal work
40hp

41

172/29.12.2014

Rajesh Bansal

20180

Repair of motor and pump
of tube well no 4

42

72/20.2.2015

Subhash Mechanical works
Sirhind

3013

Repair of Jain dori
Hamayunpur

43

78/20.2.2015

Royal Enterprises

7915

Repair of chlorinator

44

111,112,113,11
4/26.12.2014

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind

10315

Repair Bill

45

115/26.12.2014

Rajesh Bansal

10760

Repair of bearing disposal
40hp(Total bill for Rs.
33550)

46

139/29.12.2014

Ram Murti Aggarwal & sons
Sirhind
Total

3000

Repair of volt meter tube
well no.1

1098238

Consultant
Annexure F to Para 37
Sr.No. Vocher
No./Date

Name of Payee

Amount in
rupees

Remarks

1

Saraswati Electircal &
Genral Store

20994

Bill not signed by EO

Paramjit Retd.Peon

50000

2

37/16.7.12

38/16.7.12

40737
-do-,
Detail of payment also not
attached

3

39/16.7.12

Eletrical Bill

742490

-do-,
Bill not attached

4

43/16.7.12

Payment of araear of
new pay sacle

22481

Not signed by any body

5

106/28.6.12

First running bill
Malkit Singh

314266

Not signed by contractor
Accountant & Eo

6

78/25.4.12

Guru Nanak Electric
Store

130410

Not signed by EO

7

111/26.4.12

Maha Vir Builder

179359

Do

8

117/4.12

Saraswati Electric &
General Store

200000

Do

9

33/7.5.12

Ramesh Kumar

33771

Do

10

34/7.5.12

do

33771

Do

11

105./28.6.12

Amarjit Singh

100000

Do

12

1/9.7.12

Perm Parkash

448593

Do

13

28/13.7.12

Legal fees of Shri
Satpal Bedi Advocate

25000

Do

14

88/17.6.12

Ram Murti Aggraewal 9950

Do

& Sons
15

90/27.6.12

Saraswati Electric &
General Store

90166

Do

16

95/27.6.12

Smt.Kalesh Part
Payment of Gratuity

100000

Not signed by Eo

17

96/27.6.12

Sukhwinder Singh

6072

Do

18

97/6.12

Rajesh Bansal

100000

Do

19

99/27.6.12

Sukhdeep Singh

248470

Do

20

100/27.6.12

Tarsem Lal

41230

Not signed by Accountant & EO

21

51/15.6.12

Rajinder Kumar

15000

Not Signed by EO

22

73/25.6.12

Raj Kumar S/o Ram
Saroop

20000

Do

23

74/25.6.12

Smt.Mangti

34000

Do

24

76/26.6.12

Guru Nanak Eletctic
Store

200000

Do

25

77/26.6.12

Ramesh Kumart

196100

do, Accountant

26

48/15.6.12

Bal Krishan Class 4

50000

Not signed by EO

27

48/15.6.12

Maya Devi

54000

Do

28

41/15.6.12

Mohan Lal Sweeper

41000

Do

29

50/15.6.12

Dharampal Sweeper

72000

Do

30

78/24.5.12

Sham Bahadur

13423

Do

31

23/6.6.12

Payment to Director

191528

Do

32

32/11.6.12

Payment of Arrear of
Medical All owns

27500

Not signed by anybody

33

49/17.6.13

34

67/14.10.14

Ramesh
Kumar 355000
Contractor
Chahat Kaushal
36534

35

68/14.10.14

Chahat Kaushal

70033

36

69/14.10.14

Chahat Kaushal

30526

37

70/15.10.14

38

71/15.10.14

Ramesh
Contractor
Ramesh

Dev. of sports stadium

Kumar 8527

5 No. Labour for Sewer line
month 9/14
(10) Tube well operator 9/14
(Net 58705)
4 No. Male for 9/14
(Net 26923)
Part Payment Vr.No.42/12.6.14

Kumar 7201

Wages for 8/14

39

72/15.10.14

40

73/15.10.14

41

74/15.10.14

42

75/15.10.14

43

76/15.10.14

44

77/15.10.14

45

78/16.10.14

Contractor
Ramesh
Contractor
Ramesh
Contractor
Ramesh
Contractor
Ramesh
Contractor
Ramesh
Contractor
Ramesh
Contractor
Ramesh Kumar
Contractor
Total Rs.

Kumar 3880
Kumar 4078
Kumar 4108
Kumar 4000
Kumar 4000
Kumar 58602
31700

Earth work in ward No.1 near
Amarjit Singh
Earth filling in street Ward
No.11 (Net 3880)
Earth filling in ward No.11-HO
Ashok Kumar (Net 3880)
Construction of RG in ward
No.11 (Net 3880)
Distempering of walls in MC
office (Net 3880)
Supply of Mali and chowkidar
7/14 & 8/14
Income Tax Payment

4470500/-

Consultant

